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Winter Terril 1989 
: 
The Rollins College Winter Tenn 
Scholarly inquiry, creativity, experimentation, exploration - all are fostered by the lively winter 
term curriculum of Rollins College. January offers faculty and students the opportunity to devote 
their energies to a single course or project. 
Students may choose: 
to delve into subjects they've never tried before 
to dance, act, or play an instrument for the first time 
to sharpen research skills in the library or the laboratory 
to explore unusual topics and unconventional ways of learning 
to put theory into practice through internships 
to undertake senior projects in preparation for graduate study 
to take courses involving travel to foreign countries or other regions of the United States 
to exchange places with students from other colleges and universities 
to study with visiting professors from universities abroad or from other American 
institutions. 
Adding to the vitality of the winter term are extracurricular activities including plays, films, 
concerts, special lectures and sporting events. 
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Visiting Faculty 
Each January Rollins attracts outstanding scholars as 
guest faculty, affording students the opportunity to 
study with professors from distant places without leav-
ing campus. Among our distinguished guests are 
instructors from countries which host Rollins programs 
abroad. Their presence enriches the winter term curricu-
lum and encourages student interest in international 
studies. 
JOHN HENRY COLLINS, B.Ec., M.Ec., University of 
Sydney. Mr. Collins is a Lecturer in Economics at 
Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education and has been 
a Lecturer in the Rollins Australia program since 1984. 
_ He has published widely in economics as well as in the 
area of Australian immigration. See AU 219W, Contem-
porary Australian Economic Issues. 
JAMES H. CONE, Briggs Professor of Systematic Theol-
ogy at Union Theological Seminary in New York, is the 
Distinguished Scholar in Religion this Winter Term. His 
publications include Black Theology and Black Power 
and The Spirituals and the Blues. See R 31 OW, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X 
FEDERICO GUILLERMO GIL, B.A, Instituto de La 
Habana; J.D., D. Soc. Sc., University of Havana. Dr. Gil, 
Kenan Professor Emeritus of Political Science at the 
University of North Carolina, has won international 
recognition for his teaching and scholarship in the field 
of Latin American Studies. He directs the Institute of 
Latin American Studies at U.N.C. and is a research pro-
fessor at the U.N.C. Institute for Research in Social 
Science. Dr. Gil is editor of the Latin American Politics 
Series published by Allyn and Bacon, Inc., serves on the 
editorial boards of several journals and is the author of 
numerous books and monographs. This winter term will 
be his fifth at Rollins. See LC-PO 217W, Latin America 
and the U.S. in World Politics. 
NICHOLAS HELLMUTH, A.B., Harvard University; 
M.A, Brown University; Ph.D. (Art History), Karl-
Franzens-Universitat. Dr. Hellmuth is a Curatorial Affil-
iate at the Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale 
University and is also a Research Associate in the 
Department of Anthropology at Washington University, 
St. Louis. See A-LC l l 2WX, Palaces, Pyramids, Temples, 
and Tombs of Ancient Mexico. 
CARMELLE LE VIN, B.A, Dip. Ed., M.Ed., Monash 
University. Ms. Le Vin is the Project Officer at the Vic-
torial Post Secondary Education Accreditation Board in 
Melbourne, Australia. Her research interests include 
multi-cultural and cross-cultural education. See ED 
210W, Surviving the Multicultural Classroom. 
KAREL REUS, B.A, Monash University; M.A, Latrobe 
University, Victoria. Mr. Reus is the Resident Director 
of the Rollins Melbourne Program and teaches a core 
course in Australian Society. His area of special interest 
is the effect of social and political movements on educa-
tion. He has been a Visiting Scholar at Cambridge Uni-
versity, Tamil Nadu Theological Seminary in Madurai, 
India, and at the University of California. See AU-PH 
250W, Foundations of Australian Aboriginal Culture. 
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1989 COLE SCHOLAR 
For the seventh consecutive year the Gertrude Cole 
Scholarship endowment will permit an educator from 
England to spend three months at Rollins pursuing 
research on the American educational system. This 
year's Cole Scholar has not yet been announced, but 
students should consult the Winter Term Catalogue 
addendum for a description of the course to be offered 
by the Cole Scholar. 
General Information 
Course Credits 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
Courses which satisfy the general education require-
ments are designated by the appropriate letters within 
the course listing and course descriptions. The only 
general education requirements that can be satisfied 
during the winter term are Mathematical Methods, 
designated by the letter "M"; Knowledge of Other Cul-
tures, designated by the letter "C"; Decision Making and 
Valuation, designated by the letter 'V"; Knowledge of 
American Society, designated by the letter "S"; Knowl-
edge of the Organic World, designated by the letter "O"; 
and Knowledge of the Physical World, designated by the 
letter "P." 
COURSES ON CAMPUS 
Students receive letter grades in winter term courses 
unless they elect to take a course Credit/No Credit or 
unless evaluation on the basis of Credit/No Credit is 
specified by the instructor in the course description. 
A winter term course taken Credit/No Credit is not 
counted among the four courses which students may 
take Credit/No Credit in the regular curriculum, but it 
must be taken as an elective. 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT POLICY 
Students must notify the Registrar's Office in writing, no 
later than one week after the beginning of the winter 
term, that they wish to take a course on a credit basis 
rather than for a grade. Courses in the major field, except 
internships, and courses used to fulfill general education 
requirements may not -be taken on a credit basis. A 
credit course must be either an elective or an internship. 
A student may not subsequently receive a grade for a 
course elected to be taken on a credit basis. Students 
who earn a C- or better in a course taken for credit 
receive a mark of CR and the appropriate number of 
course units. Students earning less than a C- receive a 
mark of NC. In either case the grade point average is not 
affected. 
Students undertaking tutorials and research projects 
on campus usually receive letter grades. Off-campus 
independent studies and internships are evaluated on a 
Credit/No Credit basis unless approved by the Curricu-
lum Committee for a letter grade. It is recommended 
that internships carry no more than one course unit 
credit. 
Instructors may offer Off-Campus Studies on a Cre-
dit/No Credit basis or a letter-graded basis subject to the 
approval of the Special :Programs Committee. -
Independent Studies 
Independent Studies are a means of adding a new 
dimension to the curriculum and of encouraging intel-
lectual curiosity, initiative, and sustained effort. Inde-
pendent Studies are classified as tutorials, research pro-
jects, or internships. 
TUTORIAL 
Working under the close supervision of a faculty 
member, students read primary and secondary material 
and/or work in a laboratory or studio setting. Evaluation 
is usually based on a paper or an examination or both. A 
tutorial cannot normally duplicate a course that is regu-
larly offered. The student must meet with the instructor 
a minimum of three hours per week in a winter term. 
Normally, sophomore status is required. 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
To qualify, a student must already have acquired the 
knowledge and skills necessary to do the research. This 
implies that the research is in the major or a closely 
allied field and that the student has achieved junior or 
senior status. Such projects usually involve original 
research with primary materials or original work in the 
laboratory or studio. 
INTERNSIDP 
An internship is a planned, supervised, experiential edu-
cation course project integrating study and practical 
work that is undertaken for the specific purpose of 
acquiring and applying knowledge through direct expe-
rience in a field related to the student's academic pro-
gram. The intent of the internship is to integrate on-site 
learning and work with the theory of a related discipline. 
This contrasts with independent study/research which 
focuses on "academic study" of a subject rather than 
direct experience in a field. To qualify, a student must 
have completed whatever courses are deemed necessary 
as preparation for the internship. A contract must be 
drawn up by the instructor, the student and the sponsor-
ing organization, and should include 30 to 40 hours of 
student work per week with the organization and be 
graded on a credit basis. 
To help assure that the internship is credit-worthy, 
students are encouraged to work out an educational pro-
ject plan well in advance of the actual internship and to 
give careful thought to early selection of the on-site field 
supervisor and faculty supervisor. It is especially impor-
tant that systematic and regular reporting be done by 
the student to both the field and faculty supervisors. 
Students planning internships must be aware of the 
following dates for completion of various stages of their 
internship program: 
1. October 28 is the last day to submit a completed 
form for an off-campus internship. All work for the 
internship, including written work to the on-site 
supervisor, must be completed by the last day of 
winter term. 
2. Internship students should inform their on-site 
field supervisor that his/her evaluation of the stu-
dent must be submitted to the Rollins faculty 
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supervisor within one week after the completion of 
the winter term. 
APPROVAL OF INDEPENDENT STUDIES 
The purpose of the approval process is to ensure that 
independent studies are compatible with the philosophy 
and nature of the entire curriculum and to give students 
adequate time to formulate a well-defined study by the 
end of the term preceding the one in which it is to be 
carried out. 
Preliminary proposals for independent study must 
be submitted for approval to the departments at pre-
registration. Upon approval by the majority of the 
members of the department, they are submitted to a sub-
committee of the Curriculum Committee through the 
Dean of the Faculty to ensure final action prior to the 
last week of the term. 
EVALUATION OF INDEPENDENT STUDIES 
Students receive letter grades for tutorials and research 
projects unless they request grading on a credit basis. 
Internships, even in the major, are graded credit/no 
credit unless approved by the Curriculum Committee 
for a letter grade. 
Winter Term Off-Campus 
Rollins conducts an extensive program of winter term 
courses off campus. 
Although travel is an attractive feature of off-
campus studies, the experience involves much more 
than sightseeing. Various academic requirements must 
be met, such as preliminary reading and preparation for 
on-site seminars. 
EARLY REGISTRATION for off-campus courses is set 
for October 10-18. Students interested in any of these 
offerings should contact the instructor and discuss the 
academic goals, itinerary, and cost of the program. To 
register, students should pick up a card from the instruc-
tor and tum it in at the Registrar's Office. In the event 
that an off-campus course cannot be conducted, regis-
tered students will be notified. Applicants must be in 
good standing with the college. 
ENGINEERING COURSE AT WASIDNGTON 
UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS 
Through a cooperative agreement with the School of 
Engineering and Applied Science at Washington Univer-
sity in St. Louis, Missouri, pre-engineering students at 
Rollins College have the opportunity to enroll in two-
week intensive engineering courses on the Washington 
University campus. These courses are specifically 
designed for pre-engineering students attending colleges 
that participate in 3-2 agreements with Washington 
University. They allow students to explore and confirm 
interests in engineering and to sample the various engi-
neering curricula. They also provide students and 
faculty the opportunity to verify the student's ability in 
engineering and applied sciences. Rollins will accept 
these three-semester-hour courses as equivalent to one 
Rollins Winter Term course. In addition, the student 
will earn credit which will make the completion of a 
degree in engineering at one of the 3-2 cooperative insti-
tutions easier. Costs include tuition, housing, and meals. 
The student should also allow for travel expenses and 
money for incidentals. Students who qualify for this pro-
gram will receive a refund for that portion of their Rol-
lins tuition which they have paid and a refund for a por-
tion of their board fee. However, since the College must 
reserve rooms, it is not possible to refund any portion of 
the Rollins housing charge. Washington University at 
St. Louis will provide to deserving students a two-thirds 
tuition remission upon the recommendation of the Rol-
lins Coordinator. 
The five courses listed below will be offered for the 
January term. Each course will involve three hours of 
'lectures, six days per week, and an independent study or 
laboratory each day. The student may take only one 
course during the January term. 
• Introduction To Chemical Engineering 
• Engineering Applied To Biomedical Problems 
• Engineering And Public Policy 
• Engineering Mechanics I 
• Introduction To Systems Science And 
Mathematics I 
For detailed information on this program and appli-
cation forms, students should see Dr. Donald C. Griffin, 
Coordinator of the 3-2 Engineering Program. DEAD-
LINE FOR APPLICATION IS NOVEMBER 15, 
1988. 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE 
Specific Winter Term offerings for January, 1989 are 
listed in the following pages according to departments. A 
combined winter and spring term registration will be 
held October 31 - November 4. Students may drop and/or 
add classes for winter and spring terms from January 
4-6, 1989. Students are expected to devote a minimum of 
40 hours per week to their academic work, so no student 
may register for more than one cours·e or independent 
study project during the winter term. 
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WINTER TERM COURSES ABROAD 
ANILC 240W Mexico: An Anthropological and 
Cultural Study (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
An introduction to the anthropology, archaeology, and 
ethnohistory of the Aztec, Toltec, and Maya Indians, all 
great civilizations of the New World. By studying the 
material cultures as depicted in the many archaeological 
sites (or cities), stone work, paintings, etc., it is expected 
that you will gain a first-hand knowledge of these mag-
nificent Pre-Columbian civilizations. We will visit 
anthropological museums, numerous archaeological 
sites like Uxmal, Edzna, Palenque, Chichen Itza, Coba, 
Labna, Tulum, Kohunlich, Tula, Teotihuacan, as well as 
the world renowned Anthropology Museum in Mexico 
City. You will visit both the valley of Mexico and sur-
rounding areas, and the lowland Maya areas of the Yuca-
tan Peninsula. 
Evaluation: 2 major exams (midterm & final); field 
journal. 
Class Meetings: Jan. 4-13, 9:30-12:00 noon (daily), in Bush 
Aud.; Jan. 16-30 in Mexico; Jan. 31 at Rollins. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush Aud. 
Approximate Cost: $950 (includes transportation, lodg-
ing, all breakfasts and some meals, admissions). 
Instructor: P. Pequeno 
A 297W The Art and Architecture of 
Renaissance Italy 
Prerequisite: None 
Designed to familiarize participants with the history of 
the beginnings of the modem Western world and its 
artifacts. Part of our understanding will come through a 
reading program which will focus attention on history, 
politics, philosophy, theology, and other cultural mat-
ters; you will then be encouraged to relate that abstract 
knowledge to the real environments in which they were 
born and are still manifest (in city planning, architec-
ture, sculpture, painting, both as separate entities and as 
interrelated). The study-tour is predicated on the notion 
that there is no substitute for first-hand exposure to art. 
Prior to departure, you will be assigned a research 
project on a major art work, i.e., a cathedral, a cycle of 
frescoes, or a series of sculptures by a single artist or 
architect. You will be responsible for doing research and 
organizing materials for an oral presentation (equivalent 
to a ten-page paper). You may choose to complete some 
of the required reading before leaving home. 
Evaluation: Quality of student presentations; 3 quizzes 
on the readings; and, consistency and quality of 
attend ance and participation in group tours. 34 
contact hours per week will be required. 
Class Meetings: Jan. 5 - Feb. 1 
Approximate Cost: $2,443 (includes all transportation, 
lodging, meals, gratuities). 
Instructor: R. Lemon 
B 2871387W Tropical Field Biology (0) 
(To be offered only if Marine Biology of the Pacific is 
cancelled.) 
Prerequisite: For B 287, consent; for B 387, 1 lab science 
course and consent. 
Directed field-oriented studies in selected terrestrial and 
aquatic field areas of the American tropics. Terrestrial 
emphases include the animals and plants of the New 
World tropical rain forests and cloud forests (including 
cave biology); aquatic habitats include tropical rivers, 
mangroves, coral reefs, and turtle grass beds of the 
Caribbean. Serves major and non-major alike as an intro-
duction to the wildlife and plants of the American Trop-
ics; especially suitable for students interested in field 
biology or environmental studies of the tropics. Follow-
ing initial week of preparatory sessions on campus, the 
class will participate in daily field activities in the trop-
ics (8 days in the rain forest; 12 days on the Atlantic bar-
rier reef). Discussion and analysis of collections will fol-
low field studies. 
Evaluation: Based upon written and oral quizzes, field 
notebooks, a final summary report, and a subjective 
assessment of each individual's learning experience. 
Class Meetings: First week in Bush Science Center for 
all-day preparatory sessions. Jan. 9-27 in Belize, Cen-
tral America. 
Approximate Cost: $1,346 (includes airfare, surface trans-
portation, meals, lodging). 
Instructor: D. Richard 
B 2881388W Marine Biology of the Pacific 
Prerequisite: B 120 or consent 
An introduction to the Marine Biology of the Central 
Pacific Ocean consisting of directed, field-oriented stu-
dies of the systematics, ecology, distribution, and behav-
ior of marine organisms found in shallow water ecosys-
tems of the Hawaiian Islands. Field activities will be 
based at the University of Hawaii's Marine Biology field 
station at Coconut Island, Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii. In 
Hawaii, participants will collect and identify representa-
tive marine organisms and study their ecology within 
selected ecosystems along shore and offshore. These will 
include coral reefs, rocky and sandy intertidal and subti-
dal, deep water communities, estuaries, and mangrove 
swamps. We also plan to make a trip to the island of 
Hawaii to study recolonization of the marine systems 
that have been recently disturbed by volcanic eruptions. 
Each student will keep a field/laboratory notebook for 
recording observations and data, submit lists of species 
identified, contribute to daily seminar-discussion ses-
sions following field work, and write a final report sum-
marizing and relating the various ecosystems studied. 
Grades will be based on quizzes and practical tests, 
notebooks, participation in seminars, lab and field work, 
and the final summary report. 
Evaluation: 3 quizzes on introductory material (5% ea); 3 
practical tests on material collected in Hawaii ( 10% 
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ea); final summary paper (28%); evaluation of field/-
lab work, including field notebook, species lists, 
contributions to seminar-discussion sessions, etc. 
(27%). 
Class Meetings: Jan. 4-10 at Rollins. Concentrated 
lecture/lab preparatory sessions covering the origin 
of the Hawaiian Islands, the central Pacific marine 
flora and fauna, and basic marine taxonomy and 
ecology. Students will become familiar with the bio-
geography, taxonomy, and ecology of the tropical 
marine plankton, nekton, and benthos of the Pacific; 
they will be able to identify representatives in the 
field and describe their ecological relationships. Jan. 
11-31 in Hawaii. (Return arrival in Orlando, Feb. 1) 
Approximate Cost: $2,229 (includes airfare, surface 
transportation, meals, lodging, admissions, lab fees). 
Instructors: J. Small & D. Richard 
EC 270W Growth and Productivity in Great Britdin 
Prerequisite: EC 212 or EC 213 
We will study the role of Government, Management, 
and Union policies and their effects on British economic 
growth. Our objective is to learn, firsthand, the philoso-
phies, policies, and contributions to economic growth 
and development of the major institutions within Great 
Britain and to give students the opportunity to question 
representative officials of these institutions. , 
Evalution: During the Fall Term, appropriately selected 
books and articles will be read and discussed to pre-
pare for the seminars and term paper analyses. 
There will be approximately 20 hours of lectures, 25 
hours of seminars, and 10 hours of guided tours, 
excluding 2 all day excursions. 
Class Meetings: 2 sessions during Fall Term to select 
tentative research areas for term papers, to discuss 
appropriate readings for individual students from 
reading list, to fill out forms, and to make payments 
according to schedule. 
Time in London: 24 days. 
Approximate Cost: $1,773 (includes airfare, meals, lodg-
ing, and admissions). 
Instructor: H. K ypraios 
ED 293W &lucation in England: Directed Observa-
tion and Participation 
Prerequisite: None 
You will be exposed to English culture and society while 
examining English public and private schools and their 
teaching philosophies and methods. Specifically, you 
will observe and participate, whenever possible, in var-
ious English classes. School visits and other educational 
activities will enhance your understanding and apprecia-
tion of English people, society, and schools. 
Evaluation: Students will be required to complete a set of 
appropriate readings and write a "comparative edu-
cation" research paper. Everyone will be required to 
keep a journal (log) of their daily activities. 
Class Meetings: (Jan. 4-24) There will be two pre-
departure meetings at which you will be given 
required reading materials, to be completed before 
Jan. 4, 1989. Other course and travel information 
will be given at this time. You will be required to 
attend formal lectures and discussions during your 
stay in England. You will spend a minimum of 3 
hours a day for two weeks in classroom and/or 
school related activities. 
Approximate Cost: $1,950 (includes airfare, surface 
transportation, lunches, and admissions). 
Instructor: L. Cotanche 
ES 247W Pacific Islands in the Stream 
Prerequisite: None 
Rising beneath the Pacific Ocean's tropical seas, the vol-
canic arc of the Hawaiian Islands thrusts above the sur-
rounding straits. The large island's many coastal, shrub, 
rain forest, and arid environments will be the focus of 
field excursions through national parks and monuments 
to better acquaint you with the inherent value conflicts 
in island conservation policies. As the state with the 
greatest number of extinct and endangered species, these 
islands offer an opportunity for you to discover the resi-
liency of ecosystems and the fragility of species. A field 
survey of two weeks will deal with the natural history of 
the tropical reefs, volcanic shores, mangroves, and sea 
grass communities. Characteristic natural communities 
in the state's two National Parks and archaeological sites 
will be tied to appropriate readings. Lectures and discus-
sions will deal with the importance of ecological restora-
tion in park planning and interpretive philosophy. 
You will become familiar with the natural con-
straints to development on tropical islands. The vegeta-
tion, birds, and marine invertebrates will serve as the 
biotic indicators of environmental conditions on the 
island of Hawaii. You will also interpret the wide array 
of images that are associated with tropical paradise; "the 
south seas," and the "white man's burden" in the litera-
ture and lore of discovery. 
Travel by van and by foot requires daily hikes and 
the ability to swim and snorkel. You will keep field 
notes, sketch pad, and field guides to better interpret the 
value of the Hawaiian island's diverse array of habitats 
and biotic communities. 
Evaluation: 
Pre-induction quiz 5% 
Drawing & Essay on islands and isolation (3 pages) 10% 
Daily journal, sketches, and assignments 25% 
Group work: species lists, site ecology, eco-cycles 
(groups of 2 or 3) 15% 
Policy recommendations and group oral report 
(team of 4 or 5 present findings) 15% 
Final Essay (7 pages) on wildlife habitats 20% 
Attendance, timeliness, and cooperation 10% 
Class Meetings: TBA 
Approximate Cost: $1,840 (includes all transportation, 
full room and board, services of local resource 
personnel). 
Instructor: J. Siry 
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FR 201W French and Snow in Quebec 
Prerequisite: None 
French and Snow in Quebec is an immersion program 
for all levels, in which you will experience Quebec life 
in all its aspects. Beginning students who have never 
studied French are particularly welcome. All students 
will be taking courses at their level of competence at the 
Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi in the division of 
the Ecole de langue fran<;aise et de culture quebecoise. 
An individual placement test will determine the approp-
riate level of each student. You will attend French 
courses approximately 3 hours per day. In the after-
noons, a choice of winter sports, dance classes, musical 
and cultural workshops will provide an ample array of 
activities that will enhance language acquisition. During 
the weekends, excursions to Quebec City and the 
Saguenay region are planned. The specific itinerary for 
the excursions (museum visits, films) will depend upon 
the schedule of events of the city at that time. 
Since you will be housed with Quebecois families, 
you will be immersed in a direct cultural experience 
unavailable to those living in dorms or hotels. It is the 
people who are the most important natural resource of a 
country; it is they, and not monuments, that provide 
genuine insight into a civilization. For this reason, you 
will be exposed to as many situations as possible in 
which they will come into contact with the Quebecois. 
Evaluation: Performance will be evaluated in consulta-
tion with each student's instructor. Grades will be 
determined by the outcome of the consultation: 
credit/no credit. 
Class Meetings: Monday, 21 November: Distribution of 
academic materials and discussion of program. 
Wednesday, 30 November: Cultural lecture and dis-
cussion, travel orientation and practical information. 
Jan. 3-24 in Quebec. 
Approximate Cost: $1,525 (includes transportation, 
lodging, meals). 
Instructor: R. Mesavage 
GN 290W Up Against, the Wall: Travel and Study in 
the Two Germanies · 
Prerequisite: None. Preference given to students with 
some working knowledge of German. 
An introduction to the political, social and cultural 
scene in the nations of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the German Democratic Republic. The first week 
will provide us with an opportunity to investigate the 
city of Berlin (West) and its island existence within the 
German Democratic Republic. Week two will find us 
touring several cities in the GDR including East Berlin, 
Dresden and Leipzig. The last week will allow us to 
compare what we have already seen with life. in a small 
town in the Cologne/Bonn area in the Federal Republic 
of Germany. We shall stay with families in the small 
town, attend some classes with German students, and 
take part in some excursions to points of interest in the 
area (Cologne cathedral, capital city Bonn, etc.)._ 
In preparation for our visit, students will read both 
major literary works and scholarly research about the 
two Germanies. Lectures and discussions, in English, 
about these works will be held in the course of our stay 
in Berlin and Cologne. Students will be tested on their 
knowledge of these sources. 
Evaluation: Attendance at all lectures, discussions, and 
group activities; test based on material presented in 
lectures and texts; journal report on experiences. 
Class Meetings: January 8-25 
Approximate Cost: $2,250 (includes airfare, surface 
transportation, lodging, and meals). 
Instructor: N.M. Decker 
IC 402W Sport and Festival in Ancient Greece 
Prerequisite: None 
Familiar cultural activities, such as sport and religion, 
are often among the most difficult aspects of our culture 
to analyze. Their very familiarity renders them opaque 
to analysis, as our cultural prejudices render attempts to 
discern the functions of these ritual behaviors fruitless. 
We shall strive to overcome these difficulties by study-
ing the role of rituals, in particular sport and festival, in 
Hellenic Greece. Our study will concentrate on the 
social, psychological and political aspects of these ritu-
als, and will cover rituals used by all groups in Greek 
society in an attempt to provide a broader view of that 
culture than one obtained by studying only the litera-
ture and philosophy produced by that culture. 
Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of 
their performance on a final examination, to be 
administered at Rollins, a journal that is to be kept 
while in Greece, class participation in discussions in 
Greece and at Rollins, and a research paper. The 
weight of each of these items is as follows: 
Final examination 20% 
Journal 30% 
Class Participation 20% 
Research Paper 30% 
Class Meetings: Jan. 4-6 Introductory lectures at Rollins 
Jan. 7-22 in Greece 
Jan. 24-31 at Rollins 
Approximate Cost: $2,300 (includes airfare, lodging, two 
meals per day). 
Instructor: J.P. Polley 
MU 132W Music of the Renaissance 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent 
The focus of this course will be to provide an opportun-
ity for students to learn music of the Renaissance Era 
and its performance practices. Highlights in this study-
tour will be relating the music of the Renaissance period 
to the art, architecture, literature, and dance of the 
period. Traveling to Spain and Italy, students will not 
only perform in places of historical significance but will 
attend concerts, lectures, museums, and other sites 
which will give students more insight into the Renais-
sance period. Students will return with a clearer knowl-
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edge of the music, and perhaps with a greater love and 
understanding of its form and style. 
Evaluation: Grades will be based on one test covering 
readings and lectures prior to the tour, a journal 
written on the tour to be turned in on Jan. 31, and 
consistency of attendance on all tours and at all 
performances. 
Class Meetings: Prior to the departure on Jan. 17, the 
class will meet from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 
from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
for lectures and rehearsals. The group will return on 
Jan. 31. 
First Session: Jan. 5 
Approximate Cost: $1,750 (includes lodging, two daily 
meals, admission to scheduled points of interest, 
and transportation). 
Instructor: J. Sinclair 
R 324W Serving in the Third World (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
A work-project experience in rural villages in Jamaica's 
"other world". The purpose is to introduce students viv-
idly and unforgettably to the realities of the Third 
World and offer involvement in effective service. Pro-
grams with traditional-educational as well as catalytic-
developmental philosophies are included and will be 
evaluated in terms of meeting long-range needs. In addi-
tion to two work-projects, the group will meet with the 
staff of the Institute of Cultural Affairs and other spe-
cialists in rural development connected with the 
Department of Extra-Mural Studies of the University of 
the West Indies. Explorations in and exposures to 
Jamaica through field trips will be included. Preparatory 
studies in Jamaican history and culture and Third World 
economics will precede the travel. Seminars sharing 
reports and papers will conclude the course on campus. 
Evaluation: daily journal entries; participation; leadership 
in group projects; paper (5 pages, typed, double-
spaced), to be included in final report. 
Class Meetings: Jan. 4-6, Rollin,s 
Jan. 6-26, Jamaica 
Jan. 27-Feb . .1, Rollins 
First Session: January 4, Orientation and Initiative Exer-
cises, Chapel Classroom. 
Approximate Cost: $630 (includes round-trip airfare, sur-
face transportation, lodging and meals). 
Instructor: A. Wettstein 
RN 285W USSR 1989 (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
You will become acquainted with the most important 
achievements of Russian culture, especially painting and 
architecture. Through visits to museums, galleries, and 
places of interest, as well as through lectures given by 
professional English-speaking guides, the participants 
will become familiar with the most significant events in 
Russian history. Meetings with Soviet students, 
teachers, and professionals, as well as visits to shops, res-
taurants, and cultural performances (circus, ballet, opera, 
fblk-dance) will expose you to various complexities of 
contemporary life in the Soviet Union, and will allow 
you to make a critical evaluation and/or comparison 
with the American way of life and the Western political 
system. 
Evaluation: Students will be graded on their participation 
in all scheduled events and activities and on their 
final paper. The paper (10-15 pages) will either dis-
cuss a particular topic of interest (e.g., Russian 
Medieval Art; Consumer goods in the USSR) or sum 
up the student's experiences. The paper should be 
based on observations (research on site, daily journal 
entries, and readings before and after the trip). 
_Class Meetings: Prior to departure, students will be 
assigned reading material; there will also be a 
number of orientation sessions with the faculty 
leader. Length of stay in the USSR, 22-24 days. 
Apprmd.mate Cost: $2,295 (inclusive). 
Instructor: A. Boguslawski 
TA 180W The Lively Arts in London 
Prerequisite: None 
Designed to give participants an overview of English 
culture through its theater; what the current produc-
tions are and how they relate to the past. We will 
observe the different types (i.e., Proscenium, Thrust, Inn-
Yards, and Theater-in-the-Round) and styles (i.e., Drama, 
Musical Theater, Dance, and Opera) of production. We 
will take a back stage tour of the National Theater and 
hear lectures by selected English thespians where 
possible. 
Evaluation: Required attendance at all performances, lec-
tures, museum visits and tours of historical sights. 
There will be a minimum of three hours a day for 
two weeks in classroom and/or school related activ-
ities. Participation in discussions is required. 
Appropriate readings will be assigned prior to depar-
ture. Students will keep a daily log; write six (one 
page) reviews of productions; complete a term paper 
(3 to 5 pages) to include log notes and reviews. 
Class Meetings: Jan. 4-27 
Approximate Cost: $1,950 (includes transportation, 
dinners, lodging, admissions). 
Instructor: D. Amlund 
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Courses of Study 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
AN 280W Social Gerontology (V) 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
Mexico cannot be conducted.) 
Prerequisite: None 
Anthropological and sociological perspectives on the 
elderly in various societies, from "primitive" to indus-
trialized; what human behaviors are universal in the cul-
ture of the elderly; the elderly's living environments (i.e., 
the nursing facility, the rehabilitation hospital, and the 
retirement community); the effects of aging on sex and 
skills; the psychopathology of human aging; and death 
and bereavement. Suitable for non-majors. 
Evaluation: Two exams; two book critiques; daily 
homework assignments. 
Class limit: 25 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 10:00-12:00 noon, TBA 
First Session: Jan. 4 
Instructor: P. Pequeno 
AN 250W Anthropological Fieldwork Close to Home 
Prerequisite: None 
A "hands-on" course identifying, researching and report-
ing on problems and issues in our daily lives, from an 
anthropological perspective. Anthropology is not the 
study of "other" exotic peoples, but rather is an inquiry 
into the lifeways of all people, including ourselves here 
in the Developed West. After intense study of the 
methods of anthropological fieldwork, individually or in 
groups, students will delve deeply into phenomena in 
their own socio-cultural milieu and will be free to 
choose topics as diverse as the dynamics of multi-racial 
dorms, rites of passage associated with "pledging," the 
internal dynamic of the local women's movement and 
town-gown clashes. Close supervision makes this course 
appropriate for students within and outside the 
department. 
Evaluation: 
70% an ethnographic summary of the field 
experience 
15% preparatory readings and field summaries 
15% exam 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: 
Weeks 1 & 4: MTWThF, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
Weeks 2 & 3: biweekly seminars on Tues. & 
Thurs., 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 120 
Instructor: D. Crumbley 
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AN 215W American Folk Culture 
Prerequisite: None 
We will focus on the nature of "folk culture" and "folk-
lore" and on specific occurrences of these in American 
society. The diverse origins of American folk cultural 
elements will be considered, as will the adaptability of 
folk culture in an increasingly urban society. Students 
will do a field research project focusing on a local 
expression of folk culture, emphasizing its aesthetic 
roots, its context, and the benefits it engenders for those 
who identify with and sustain it. 
Evaluation: Exams (2); research assignments; reports 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 12:00-2:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 120 
Instructor: R.L. Moore 
AN 370W Women's Biology: Women's Health (V) 
Prerequisite: None 
Students will become acquainted with the basic repro-
ductive physiology of women and go on to consider 
selected health problems. These problems will be dis-
cussed in terms of physiology and in terms of the 
response of the American medical establishment to their 
prevention and solution. Among the topics considered 
will be: birth control, venereal disease, amenorrhea, 
dysmenorrhea, fertility. Emphasis will be placed upon 
your learning techniques for dealing with these and 




group projects requiring short individual papers 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-F, 1:00-3:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 121 
Instructor: C. Lauer 
ANILACA 374W The Culture of the Indians of the 
American Southwest (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
We will address the cultural world-view of pre-contact 
and post-contact Southwestern Indians; special emphasis 
will be placed on the visual arts of the Hohokam/Mo-
gollon, Anasazi, and the later pueblo people. You will 
investigate how to understand the culture through the 
study of ritual and culinary objects, and discover how 
cross-cultural technology and economics modified the 
appearance of some of those objects. 
Evaltlation: Tests and project papers 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTW, 1:30-4:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 134 
Instructor: R. Libertus 
ART 
A 192W Quilts: History, Design and Practical. 
Application 
Prerequisite: None 
The ancient craft of quilting evolved into the continuing 
art of patchwork in the American colonies. The cultural 
history of quilting as American folk art and the design 
compositions of patchwork, and the other two basic 
types of quilting - applique and white-on-white - will 
be explored through slides, lectures, reading and actual 
examples. Students will be responsible for a research 
paper and will be instructed in the mechanics of pattern 
design through daily sketchbook assignments. Final pro-
-ject will be the construction of a miniature (or doll) 
quilt. 
Evaluation: based on outside assignments, the research 
paper, and sketchbook material, class and confer-
ence discussions, the completed quilt, and a final 
examination. 
Class Limit: 10 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 1:00-2:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, COl 16 
Instructor: H. Hallam 
AILACA 112WX · Palaces, Pyramids, Temples, and 
Tombs of Ancient Mexico (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
1000 years of Aztec, Teotihuacan, Toltec, and Mayan 
architecture of Mexico and Guatemala will be explored 
with colorful slides and first hand descriptions. How 
could the immense pyramids be constructed without 
metal tools? What factual evidence is there for conclud-
ing that the Mexican pyramids were independently 
developed and not derived from Egypt? These questions, 
together with queries on the form and function of the 
remarkable structures, will be analyzed using art histori-
cal as well as anthropological concepts, especially reli-
gion and iconography. Design, proportions, materials, 
and decoration will be discussed. Palenque, Tikal, 
Copan, Chichen Itza, Teotihuacan, 16th century native 
renderings of buildings, and Spanish descriptions of 
Aztec temples will be featured. The cults and ceremo-
nies which took place in and around the sacred, build-
ings (especially the ballcourt human sacrifice) will be 





Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 10:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CO 116 
Instructor: N. Hellmuth 
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A 295W The American Dream and the American 
Arts 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
Italy cannot be conducted.) 
Prerequisite: None 
We will first formulate an anthropologica1/sociological 
perception of the people of the United States: readings 
will come from both native observers and British cultu-
ral anthropologists. Uniquely American cultural pers-
pectives such as pragmatism, transcendentalism, and 
funk will be explored. From these studies students will 
formulate a definition of the American Dream. 
We will then study selected examples of American 
literature, music, visual art, and architecture to consider 
how the dream is found or lost. The study will avoid an 
intentional historical correlation of materials. Examples 
in the various arts will embrace fine, folk, and vernacu-
lar creative efforts, eschewing judgment of merit 
between the categories. 
Evaluation: writing assignments, group discussion, qual-
ity of class participation, two quizzes, and a final 
examination. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: M-F, 8:30-11:30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CO 113 
Instructor: R. Lemon 
A 214W MacA.rt, Art and the MacIntosh 
Prerequisite: None 
We will focus on two distinct areas of study. We will 
explore a variety of software packages available for the 
Mac system including both object-oriented and bit 
mapped, drawing programs. Concurrent with our study 
of the technical issues we will discuss the formalistic, 
stylistic, and conceptual issues common to all the visual 
art mediums. 
Evaluation: 
exams covering readings 
weekly projects 
Class Limit: 10 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 8:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CO 110 
Instructor: R. Lamed 
AUSTRALIAN STUDIES 
AU 219W Contemporary Australian &onomic 
Issues 
Prerequisite: None 
We will investigate four key issues in the contemporary 
Australian economy. The first is Australia and the 
International Economy, including the significance of 
trade and investment in the Australian economy, and 
the debate over exchange rate deregulation, external 
debt and the J curve. The second is the Economics of 
Immigration, looking at the debate over the impact of 
immigration on the labor market and economic growth 
in Australia. The third issue concerns wage policy in 
Australia, focusing on the Accord and incomes policy vs. 
a decentralized labor market. Finally, we will look at the 
debates over inequality and disadvantage in Australia, 
involving the Australian welfare state, unemployment 
and taxation. 
Evaluation: Final exam, research paper, and one class 
paper 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 1 :00-3:30 p.m. 
First Sessions: Jan. 4, CSS 232 
Instructor: J. Collins 
AU-PH 250W Foundations of Australian Aboriginal 
Culture (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
Australian Aboriginal history extends back 40,000 years. 
Only during the last two hundred years has this history 
been recorded in writing. Our knowledge of the longer 
period comes from archaeology and from those fascinat-
ing legends and myths that make up what the Aborigi-
nal people call their "Dreaming." It also comes from 
"reading back" from our knowledge of contemporary 
Aboriginal society. While the Dreaming can be 
approached simply at the level of myth and legend, as 
wonderful tales to fascinate the imagination, it is best 
understood within the context of Aboriginal religion. 
This religion, in tum, can only be understood as a com-
plex intertwining of Aboriginal culture, social structure, 
and the Dreaming. Among other things, we will examine 
Aboriginal totemism, as well as the art and artifacts of 
the culture. 
Instruction will be through set reading, class dis-
cussions, class presentations, and films. Students will be 
directed to collections of stories from the Dreamtime, 
and will be required to gain familiarity with at least ten 
of these, while engaging in a detailed study of one story 
and its social and cultural context. 
Evaluation: Research paper and three written 
assignments 
Class Limit: 30 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-11:30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 2 
Instructors: H. Edge & K. Reus 
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BIOLOGY 
B 351W Population Biology 
Prerequisite: Precalculus; B120 
This course covers the topics of elementary population 
genetics, ecology, and evolution. A student successfully 
completing this course will know the models and bio-
logical applications of these disciplines. In addition, the 
student will be able to design experiments to test these 
models in nature and formulate models based upon a 
data sample. Papers in several scientific journals are dis-
cussed in order to apply the theoretical models and sta-
tistical tests. Meeting times will be devoted to lecture, 
problem-solving and discussion. Proficiency in algebra is 
a prerequisite. 
Evaluation: 
Participation (quizzes, writings, discussions) 
Exam 
Final exam 
Population genetics project 
Population ecology project 
Class Limit: 24 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 10:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 207. 







B 381W Vertebrate Histology and Microtechnique 
(To be offered only if Marine Biology of the Pacific is 
cancelled.) 
Prerequisite: B 120-121 
A course investigating the structure and function of ver-
tebrate cells and tissues. The course involves micros-
copic examination of selected tissues and preparation of 
microscope slides. The course objectives are to acquire a 
basic knowledge of vertebrate histology and to learn 
how to prepare tissues for microscopic examination. 
Evaluation: Three major exams that include both a writ-
ten and practical section (80%) and preparation of 
microscopic slides from 5 different fresh tissues. 
The slides will be demonstrated to the class in an 
oral presentation (20%). 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: M-F, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, TBA 
Instructor: J.W. Small 
CHEMISTRY 
C 110W Chemistry and the Environment (P) 
Prerequisite: None 
A topical introduction to the concepts and methods of 
chemistry and their applications to the study of envir-
onmental problems, energy, air and water pollution. This 
course, designed for the non-major with limited back-
ground in chemistry, will include discussion and an:-J.y-
sis of quantitative and qualitative data and their limita-
tion, gathered from historical sources, demonstration 
and experimentation. Without lab. 
Evaluation: Weekly quizzes, two exams, a research paper 
and class participation. 
- Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 8:30-11:00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 301 
Instructor: B.G. Ramsey 
C 128W Chemistry and the Consumer (P) 
Prerequisite: None 
Chemistry for the Consumer is offered for the non-
science major. The focus of the course is the application 
of chemical knowledge to everyday processes of pur-
chasing products and responding to public issues. The 
objectives of the course are: ( 1) to introduce you to criti-
cal thinking in regard to consumer products and issues; 
(2) to give you the necessary background information to 
make decisions about buying various products; (3) to 
acquaint you with information sources and how to use 
them; and, (4) to discuss the value issues involved in 
packaging and marketing products. The course will 
involve both lecture and discussion sessions. Two short, 
written reports will be assigned on current issues. 
Evaluation: 
Tests 
2 written reports 
homework assignments 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: TWThF, 9:00-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 326 
Instructor: D. Junker 
C 117W Science - Its Method, Values and Impact (P) 
Prerequisite: None 
Have you.ever wondered what, if anything, differentiates 
scientific knowledge from other forms of knowledge? Do 
you have any idea of how scientists develop theories 
and propose hypotheses? One of the aims of science, of 
course, is to explain natural phenomena. Do you know 
when an explanation can be regarded as scientific? Are 
certain values inherent to scientific practice? Has the 
impact of science on our society been positive? These 
are some of the questions that will be considered in this 
course. This is done in two ways. First, by analyzing 
short stories to illustrate the pattern of scientific inves-
tigation (problem identification, collection of data, for-
mulation of hypothesis, etc.). Second, by studying the 
development of scientific theories such as modem 
atomic theory and the kinetic theory of gases. Experi-
mental demonstrations will show the process of data 
collection which led to the formulation of these theories 
as well as how the theories are used to rationalize the 
experimental observations. 
The second part of the course concentrates on the 
values of science and its impact on the modem world. 
Some argue that science is inherently evil and that its 
impact has been negative in spite of the obvious benefits 
produced by technology. Others think that scientific 
research requires, and instills, in its practitioners high 
ethical standards and that science has done more for the 
human race than any other human enterprise. Which 
side are you on? 
This course will meet the P requirement by teach-
ing the students about the gathering and analysis of 
data. It will also give the student a sense of the philoso-
phical difficulties inherent in the scientific endeavor. 
Evaluation: In-class writing, homework assignments, 1 
test, research paper. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTThF, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 308 
Instructor: P.J. Bernal 
C 245W Fourier Transform NMR Spectroscopy (P) 
Prerequisite: C 220 or consent 
Nuclear Magnetic resonance (NMR) phenomena play an 
important role in chemistry, biology, physics and medi-
cine. This course introduces the theoretical concept of 
the NMR experiment and the application of these prin-
ciples to a variety of problems. Discussions will include 
pulsed-Fourier transform spectroscopy, homonuclear and 
heteronuclear decoupling techiques, pulse sequencing, 
quantitative measurements, correlated spectroscopy 
(COSY, HOESY, and NOESY) 2D-NMR (HETCOR). 
Laboratory portion of the course will include instruction 
in the use of a modem NMR spectrometer and asso-
ciated superconducting magnet/computer. 
Evaluation: Weekly quizzes, written laboratory note-
book, and final examination. 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: MWF, 10:00-12:00 noon, Lab: M-Th 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 303 
Instructor: E. Blossey 
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ECONOMICS 
EC 205W E.conomics Democracy - Visions and 
Experiences (VJ 
Prerequisite: None 
We will look at the practice and theory of the radical 
democratization of business firms, finance, and entire 
economic systems. Readings and lectures will examine 
experiences in several countries (including the U.S.) 
where experiments in creating democratic control over 
economic institutions have been established. Class dis-
cussions and readings will try to critically evaluate the 
problems and possibilities of creating an economy based 
on the principle of equal power in decision-making of all 
citizens - rather than on the current basis of property 
ownership. Classes will include lectures, films, discus-
sions, role-playing, and student presentations. There will 
be at least one class field trip to visit democratic busi-
nesses and a credit union. 
Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on a combination of 
class participation, student personal journal, and a 
final individual (or group) project which is presented 
to the class. There will be no written examination. 
Class Limit: 18 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 226 
Instructor: C. Rock 
EC 343W The Distribution of Wealth and Income in 
the U.S. 
Prerequisite: EC 212 and EC 213 (both) (Principles of 
Micro and Macroeconomics) 
This course will be a series of readings, lectures and dis-
cussions on ( 1) the actual distribution of wealth and 
income among families and individuals in the U.S., and 
the distribution by race, sex, "class", occupation, region, 
etc.; (2) alternative theories of the determinants of the 
wealth/income distribution; (3) alternative views on 
what a desirable distribution ought to be; and (4) alterna-
tive views on public policy with respect to the distribu-
tion of wealth/income. 
Evaluation: 
( 1) Two or three take-home exams on readings. 
(2) Term paper. 
(3) Individual in-class presentation. 
(4) Class participation. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTW, 1 :30-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 231 
Instructor: E.A. Schutz 
EC 323W Do Markets Work? 
Prerequisite: EC 212 and EC 213 
This course develops the concept of efficient markets 
and the causes of market failure, focusing on the theory 
of public goods and externalities developed by Paul 
Samuelson which has been used to justify a large and 
permanent role for government in a market economy. 
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The course then examines the criticisms of this 
approach offered by a number of conservative econo-
mists such as James Buchanan, Ronald Coase, and 
Harold Demsetz. 
Evaluation: Two tests; class participation; final exam 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 170 
Instructor: K. Taylor 
EC 240W Computer So~ware for E.conomics 
Prerequisite: EC 212 and EC 213 
We will use and evaluate the available software 
designed for use in a Principles of Economics course. 
Students will work in small groups to learn how to use 
each software package and to determine the advantages 
and disadvantages of each program. 
We will develop criteria for evaluating the different 
programs, and we will attempt to develop improvements 
and alternative approaches to existing programs. While 
no previous knowledge of personal computers is neces-
sary, students with programming experience are espe-
cially encouraged to take this course. 
Evaluation: Several papers and written reports, several 
presentations, participation in class and small group 
discussions. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 10:00 a.m.-12: 15 p.~. 
. First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 113 
Instructor: R.C. Steen 
EC 417W Optimhation Methods in Microeconomics 
Prerequisite: EC 303 and M 110 or M 111 
The analytical tools and methodology of modeling the 
decision-making behavior of consumers and firms will 
be developed. The primary emphasis will be on the use 
of calculus techniques in modeling, but situations where 
calculus cannot be used will be identified and alterna-
tive solution methods will be examined. A large portion 
of class time will be devoted to application of the optim-
ization techniques through problem-solving. The course 
may be of special interest to students who are consider-
ing graduate work in economics and/or business. 
Evaluation: Exams, assigned problem sets, presentation 
of problem solutions, participation 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 231 
Instructor: C. Skelley 
EC 358W The E.conomics of Health Care 
Prerequisite: EC 212, EC 213, EC 221 and EC 303 
We will examine our mixed private-public health care 
system. The problem of cost inflation will be a central 
issue. The roles of private insurance and public pro-
grams in the financing of health care is another impor-
tant issue for the course. The impact of proposals such 
as National Health Insurance will be analyzed. 
Evaluation: Midterm examination, Final examination, 
and a research paper. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CR 221 
Instructor: W.D. Hales 
EC 419W World Economic Outlook 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
Great Britain cannot be conducted.) 
Prerequisite: EC 212, 213, 3()4., 307 
The purpose of this seminar is to develop a picture, 
using most recent information, of the international eco-
nomic situation and its immediate prospects. Following 
·· the IMFs World Economic Outlook, we will investigate 
the short term and long term economic prospects and 
policy issues of selected industrial and developing 
industries. 
Evaluation: Final exam, oral presentation, term paper 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 9:30-11:30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 232 
Instructor: H. K ypraios 
EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
ED 280W High School Sports: Contemporary Issues 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
England cannot be conducted.) 
Prerequisite: None 
You will become acquainted with some of the current 
problems facing high school athletic programs. We will 
investigate current practices in public schools with 
respect to staffing of athletic programs, scope of athletic 
activities, and myths and realities of secondary school 
sports programs. 
Evaluation: Students will be required to write a research 
paper and successfully complete a series of 
examinations. 
Class Limit: 30 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 10:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, TBA 
Instructor: L. Cotanche 
ED 291W Directed Observation and Field Experience 
Prerequisite: Education major 
An opportunity for students interested in teaching to 
gain an insight into the education process as it exists in 
the schools. The course consists of two components: 1) 
directed observation and field experience, which requires 
the student to spend four hours daily in an assigned 
school; 2) development and practice of specific skills in 
the following areas: Communication Skills, Analyzing 
Classroom Verbal Interaction, Classroom Management, 
Analyzing Classroom Leadership Styles, Writing Behav-
ioral Objectives, Developing Lesson Plans. An additional . 
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four hours per week beyond the field experience time is 
required. The course is open to freshmen, sophomores, 
and juniors. 
Evaluation: Daily log, preparation of lesson plans, analy-
sis of a lesson presented, attendance and participa-
tion in field-assigned school, class attendance and 
participation, demonstration of class competency in 
skills. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: T-Th, 1 :30-3:30 p.m. 
First Session; Jan. 3, CSS 135 
Instructor: L. DeTure 
ED 210W Surviving the Multicultural Classroom 
Prerequisite: Teaching experience and/or related majors 
or minors in Education. 
We will explore the concept of the multicultural class-
room beginning with a clarification of the use of the 
term 'multicultural.' The concepts of race, ethnicity, 
class and gender as well as the individual's relationship 
with the community will be central to our study, as 
they are often basic to the confusing dilemmas that arise 
in the multi-cultural environment. The relationship 
between language and culture will also be covered. We 
will utilize a case study approach to tease out problems 
and concerns. In this way we will be able to propose and 
evaluate appropriate strategies not only for our survival 
as teachers but also so that we can make a constructive 
contribution to the education of the students we teach. 
Evaluation: Students will be required to write a research 
essay and to evaluate two case studies. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 10:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: fan. 4, CSS 134 
Instructor: C. Le Vin 
ENGLISH 
E 230W Poetry is Dumb 
Prerequisite: None 
Why do so many students (especially young ones) think 
poetry is "dumb'? When exactly is a poem dumb, that is, 
unable to speak? What stands between a poem and our 
understanding of it? What is the difference between poe-
try and difficult prose? How can we recognize "good" and 
''bad" poetry? Why can't Hart Crane and Ezra Pound 
express themselves as clearly as Barry Manilow or 
Michael Jackson? Our objective in this course will be to 
use contemporary American poetry - both wonderful 
and atrocious - to examine what remains of the con-
ventions of poetry and the criteria for evaluating poetry. 
Evaluation: Every student will memorize a poem, write a 
poem, and write an evaluative essay on a poem. 
There will also be a community journal and a final 
exam. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MIT~, 9:30-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, OR 206 
Instructor: R. Starling 
E 257W The Image of Africa in Fiction and Film (CJ 
Prerequisite: None 
The popular image of Africa in 19th century Europe was 
of a dark, mysterious continent populated by exotic 
animals and uncivilized "natives.'' This image in fact tells 
us much more about the West than it does about Africa, 
yet the stereotype of the "dark continent" continues to 
shape our culture's views of Africa. In this course we 
will look at the image of Africa in fiction and film by 
both Westerners and Africans in an attempt to bridge 
the culture gap and gain a more accurate view of con-
temporary Africa. 
Evaluation: One exam, one paper, community journal 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTWThF, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4., OR 106 
Instructor: K. Koza 
E 246W Why Keep Score? (Sports in America) 
Prerequisite: None 
What role does sports have in shaping our values? Do 
novels like Fat City, Semi-Tough, North Dallas Forty, 
and The Natural and films like Hoosiers, Bingo Long's 
Travelling All Stars, and Rollerball reflect accurately the 
ways we use sports to help us understand and deal with 
life? In addition to discussing these and other questions, 
the class will invite guest speakers from sports and jour-
nalism and will participate, as a group, in one sport each 
week. 
Evaluation: Regular reading assignments, class participa-
tion, journal, project, paper, and final exam 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTThF, 9:30-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4,· OR 205 
Instructor: M. O'Sullivan 
E 235W Themes in Mythology (CJ 
Prerequisite: None 
What ideas lure you? Wholeness, exile, pilgrimage, the 
child, earth and spirit, sacred dance, silence, androgyny, 
masks, demons, the trickster ... choose your own topic, 
form a group if you wish, and read the lore of the world 
to discover the range and richness of your idea ... 
Evaluation: 3 reports; 1 paper involving research in a 
broad array of culture. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, OR 105 
Instructor: S. Phelan 
E 280W Versecra# 
Prerequisite: Enjoyment of wordplay 
The study and practice of versemaking, mainly of tradi-
tional conventions employing meter, rhyme and formal 
pattern. A program to extend your appreciation of tradi-
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tional poetic styles and techniques while exercising 
your own verbal skill and wit in the emulation of such 
notable models as sonnets by Shakespeare and Keats, 
couplets by Pope and Swift, blank verse by Milton and 
Wordsworth. An opportunity to discover the surprising 
and paradoxical liberation that form gives to the imagi-
nation. An invitation to cavort with the muse of your 
choice. Class style: workshop and discussion. 
Evaluation: Regular reading and writing assignments, 
emphasizing productivity: perspiration before inspi-
ration. Evaluation based on diligence, application, 
creative energy, and good, improving writing. 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: MTWThF, 10:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 2 
Instructor: A. Nordstrom 
E 335W Hardy and Hopkins: Victorian Modem Poets 
Prerequisite: A 200-level English course or consent 
Conventionally, Thomas Hardy is regarded as a Victo-
rian who wrote his poetry in the twentieth century, 
Gerard Manley Hopkins as a modem poet who wrote in 
the Victorian age. How valid are these notions? We will 
read their poems to assess how in subject and style they 
reflect the times in which they were composed. 
Evaluation: Students will write a short critical paper 
each week, and the papers will be abstracted for 
presentation to the class. 
Class Limit: 18 
Class Meetings: Seminar sessions; Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday mornings and afternoons. 
First Session: Jan. 4, OR 101 
Instructor: E. Cohen 
E 324W The Family in American literature: The Tie 
That Binds 
Prerequisite: One literature class 
"Ah, the family ... the whole hideous institution should 
be wiped from the face of the earth." That's the view 
expressed by one of Katherine Anne Porter's characters. 
Others in American literature are more likely to agree 
with Welty's Jack Renfro who sees the family as the 
estate of the poor - the source of life's meaning and 
security. We will explore various attitudes toward fam-
ily and the relationship between the family and the 
individual in a half dozen or so American novels and 
autobiographies. The works will present families shaped 
by different traditional backgrounds as well as the mod-
em nuclear family. 
Evaluation: Quizzes before discussion of each novel; 
. journal; class participation. 
Class Limit: 16 
Class Meetings: M-F, 9:00-11:30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, KE 117 
Instructor: B. Carson 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
FS 133W Encountering the Everglades: A Tropical 
River of Grass 
Prerequisite: None 
For thousands of years the waters of Florida have slowly 
flowed into the Gulf of Mexico across the broad expanse 
of the Glades. As the only tropical National Park on the 
mainland of the United States, the Everglades exhibit 
the timeless values of wilderness from which humans 
have evolved. 
As a continuing test of our physical and emotional 
endurance the wilderness embodied in the mangrove 
and sawgrass of the glades offers a chance for students to 
, experience uncensored nature. For two weeks students, 
accompanied by "Outward Bound" wilderness guides, 
will explore the coastal canoe trails of Florida's last 
frontier. This exploration includes more than the sights, 
sounds and smells of the glades' teeming wildlife, for it 
is also a journey of the mind to the physical and per-
sonal limits of human commitment. 
Discover the intrinsic values of nature's ecological 
beauty and the capacity of the human soul to encounter 
the environment and engage one another in this voyage 
on the edge of a wild tropic sea. 
Evaluation: A wilderness journal 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 1:00-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BEAL 2 
Instructor: B. Stephenson 
FS 377W Wilderness and the American Mind 
Prerequisite: None 
We will explore the mutual relationship, through time, 
of how the idea of wilderness has molded our percep-





Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTThF, 9:30-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BEAL 1 
Instructor: E. Scheer 
FS 340-B 340W EnvironmentJJl Physiology 
Prerequisite: B 120/B 121 or FS 291, P and Q require-





Each biological species has an ecological niche - its 
unique capabilities and limits by which it interacts with 
its natural environment. We will explore, through labor-
atory activities, lectures and discussions, a variety of bio-
logical responses to environmental change: in the short 
term, organisms acclimatize while in the long term, spe-
cies adapt. Our goal will be to investigate evolved 
"strategies" for adjusting to environmental change. Adap-
tations for obtaining and distributing resources (princi-
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pally energy and carbon) will be examined in a variety of 
interesting plant and animal groups. Organismal 
responses to environmental stresses imposed by limita-
tions, excesses or extremes in temperature, water, min-
eral ions, gases and predators will be studied. 
Selected readings from physiologic ecology and 
environmental physiology texts and journal articles will 
serve as a basis for class discussions. Each person will 
present an oral summary and lead class discussion on 
one or two topics. Also each will conduct and write a 
report on a laboratory investigation of aspects of the 
niche of one species. A final exam will consist of a writ-
ten response to three of about 20 essay questions dis-
tributed during the course and based on readings and 
class discussions. 
Evaluation: 
Daily participation in class 15% 
Student-led discussions 35% 
Field/Laboratory investigation and report 25% 
Final essay exam 25% 
100% 
Class Limit: 10 in FS 340; 10 in B 340 
Class Meetings: MTWThF, 9:00-11 :30 a.m. One laboratory 
period each week: TBA 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 227 
Instructor: D. Mansfield 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
SH 123W Spain in the Movies 
Prerequisite: None 
Taught in English, this course is a survey of Spanish cul-
ture and civilization as viewed through Hollywood 
movies. Students will read a basic text on Spain and 
selections relating to figures and components of Spanish 
culture/history: El Cid, For Whom the Bell Tolls, Don 
Juan, Behold a Pale Horse, Carmen, The Bobo, The Pride 
and the Passion, Blood and Sand, The Naked Ma;a, Man 
of la Mancha. Knowledge of Spanish not necessary. 
Open to freshmen. 
Evaluation: 2 tests, final exam 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MWTh, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, HK 100/Mills Video Room 
Instructor: E. Borsoi 
FR 1711371W The French Cinema 
Prerequisite: None 
The French cinema has been among the most varied, 
acclaimed and innovative in the world. This course is 
designed to give you the opportunity to explore these 
attributes through critical readings and film viewings. 
You will read critical works on film figures such as 
Godard, Truffaut, Renoir, and analyze the films viewed. 
A final paper encompassing the cinematographic tech-
niques, production, directing, acting and innovations 
found in the films of these and other French film-makers 
will be required. In addition, short working papers will 
be assigned for each film viewed to aid the students in 
selecting the topic for their final paper. French majors 
and minors who wish to receive credit for the 300-level 
must write all papers in French. The films to be viewed 
are subtitled so that those with little or no background 
in the French language can participate in the course. 
Evaluation: Students will be required to attend all 
screenings of the films and to participate in class 
discussions. Discussions will focus not only on the 
films viewed, but on the readings from the text and 
from books placed on reserve at the library. There 
will be ten short working papers and one final paper 
for the course. 
Clnss Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU-A 128/Mills Video Room 
Instructor: R.A. Lima 
SH 117W Beyond Spanish Grammar, A Break-
through to Real Conversation in the umguage 
Prerequisite: Sh 102 or equivalent. This course is not 
open to native speakers, to students possessing advanced 
conversation skills, or to students who have taken SH 
202 and/or higher level Spanish courses. 
Taught primarily in Spanish, this course will enable you 
to apply the principles of grammar and syntax you have 
spent so much time learning. All course materials will 
focus on vocabulary acquisition, conversation topics and 
mastering the art of self-expression in Spanish. Intensive 
speaking practice will be gained through small and large 
group conversation activities. Participants will also give 
short prepared talks, present prepared skits and spon-
taneous conversations to the class, and conduct short 
campus tours for classmates. Intensive listening com-
prehension practice will be accomplished through films 
and recordings and through storytelling and talks by the 
instructor and various guest speakers. 
Slang, "stall" words, nonsense words, common idi-
oms, gestures and other interesting and important ele-
ments of conversation will be introduced. You will learn 
to make maximum use of limited vocabulary through 
efficient circumlocution techniques - the "tricks" of 
communicating in a foreign language. 
The class will occasionally eat lunch and converse 
in Spanish with guest speakers. Field trips are planned. 
Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on their daily 
class participation and oral presentations. Frequent 
written vocabulary quizzes will be given. Exams will 
be 70% oral and 30% written. Some exams will be 
given individually. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Hauck 104 
Instructor: J. Luckett 
GN 115W German the Fun Way 
Prerequisite: GN 1011102 or two years of high school 
German 
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You will have the opportunity to improve your German 
language skills through readings, intensive oral practice, 
lab assignments, written exercises and memorization 
exercises. The objective of this course is to increase 
speaking, reading, listening and writing proficiency in 
German for students at the elementary level. 
Evaluation: Daily homework assignments, periodic lab 
and oral tests. 
Clnss Limit: 15 
Clnss Meetings: MTWTh, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Mills 213 
Instructor: I. Gorrell 
SH 220W Aigentina Through its literature 
Prerequisite: The only prerequisite is, in fact, an addic-
tion to reading. 
A study of the cultural development of Argentina with 
emphasis on the 20th century. We will see the country 
through its writers. Borges will show us Argentina until 
the last military coup, and Valenzuela the dictators and 
the exile. 
Knowledge of Spanish is not required as we shall be 
working with excellent translations. 
Each student will be expected to lead at least one 
discussion; to prepare for this we shall set up individual 
conferences. 
Also participants in the class will be asked to keep 
a reading journal in order to share their insights and 
reflections more easily with the class. 
Evaluation: Assigned readings, class participation, jour-
nal, oral presentation and a final term paper. 
Clnss Limit: 15 
Clnss Meetings: MWTh, 1 :00-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CO 113 
Instructor: H. Lopez-Laval 
SH 240W Voices of Ia.tin America: Recent Ia.tin 
American Fiction in English Translation 
Prerequisite: None 
A historical and aesthetic orientation and introduction 
to Latin American belles lettres will be followed by a 
close reading and analysis in ENGLISH of recent ( 1980-
present) representative works by Spanish American and 
Brazilian novelists, including Carlos Fuentes, Isabel 
Allende, Mario Vargas Llosa, Manuel Puig, Jorge Amado, 
and Nobel laureate Gabriel Garcia Marquez. 
Course objective is to develop an understanding 
and appreciation of recent Latin American fiction 
through disc·overy and discussion of predominant 
themes, trends, and techniques in the readings. 
Evaluation: Daily quizzes on assignments, short written 
reports, final essay exam. 
Clnss Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, CR 317 
Instructor: R.A. Kerr 
RN 221W Russian Folklore 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
USSR cannot be conducted) 
Prerequisite: None 
A study of Russian Folklore with a special emphasis 
placed on Russian fairy/folk tales, heroic epic, folk art 
and mythology. Through extensive readings, slide pres-
entations, lectures, and research, the students will learn 
to interpret and understand the most important aspects 
of Russian folk culture. Taught in English. 
Evaluation: There will be short quizzes testing students' 
preparation for discussions. There will be a final 
exam and a final research paper or report. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTW, 9:00-12:00 (class meetings). The 
readings and homework - 5 hours a day. 
First Session: Jan. 4, HK Aud. 
Instructor: A. Boguslawski 
CL 224W I, Claudius: Ancient Rome and the TV 
Mini-Series 
Prerequisite: None 
We will examine the notorious beginnings of the 
Roman Empire. Our primary text will be the 11I, Claudius" 
TV mini-series (13 part) produced by the BBC. Through 
Claudius' eyes we will visit the imperial world of Augus-
tus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius himself, and Nero (c. 31 
BC-AD 68). The video of this series will be comple-
mented by reading: 
The two novels based by Robert Graves upon 
which this series is based. 
The original sources for this period, including: Taci-
tus' Annals of Imperial Rome; Suetonius' The Twelve 
Caesars; Seneca's Apocolocyntosis (Pumpkinification of 
Claudius); Petronius' Satyricon; imperial documents. 
Modem scholarship on the period. 
Topics for discussion will include the quality, nature, 
uses, and difficulties of historical fiction. This will lead 
naturally to the examination of the nature of "history" 
itself and of our perceptions of the past is it possible for 
an historian to write anything but historical fiction? 
Evaluation: Quizzes, class discussion, final exam 
Class Limit: None 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 230 
Instructor:J. Heath 
CLIE 237W Reflections of Homer in the Western 
literary Tradition 
Prerequisite: None 
The Iliad and Odyssey have profoundly influenced the 
western literary tradition for over 2500 years. This influ-
ence has ranged from the subtle incorporation of a single 
theme to the overt reflection of the original text of 
Homer. We will explore examples of this overt homage 
to Homer by reading selected works of European and 
American literature from antiquity to present which 
rework, reinterpret, or even parody Homer's text. We 
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will begin with a close reading of selected passages of 
the Iliad and Odyssey and will then follow them as they 
reappear in the poetry of Virgil, Dante, Tennyson, 
Auden, Lowell, Stevens and Atwood; in the dramas of 
Giraudoux, Suarez, and Kleist; and the prose of Swift, 
Nietzsche, Kafka, and Auerbach. 
Evaluation: short papers and reports 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: MWTh, 1 :00-4:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, OR 105 
Instructor: K. Christensen 
IDSTORY 
H 194W Watergate: What Was Id What Does It 
Mean/ 
Prerequisite: None 
We will reconstruct the Watergate crisis and then 
explore its implications for contemporary American 
society. During the first week we will construct a list of 
characters and develop a chronology of events. During 
the second, third and fourth weeks we will explore the 
political, constitutional and moral implications of 
Watergate. 
Evaluation: Test, homework assignments, written 
reports, research papers. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 8:30-11 :30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 121 
Instructor: J.C. Lane 
H 120W The Mouse: Disney's Enterprises and the 
Entertainment Culture in American life 
Prerequisite: None 
"The Mouse," as Orlando residents over the last genera-
tion have whimsically called the "invasion" of Walt Dis-
ney Enterprises and related businesses, is not only a 
major force in Central Florida. Making an industry of 
culture and entertainment, Disney taps in on deep-
seated American ideological beliefs, expectations of 
pleasure, and hopes for the future. The enormous popu-
larity of Disney and his characters signals the triumph 
of a consumer culture in modem American culture. We 
will examine the assumptions and implicationns of Dis-
ney's success. 
Evaluation: For three weeks, the class will read the same 
items to gain an in-depth overview of the topics. 
Brief evaluative essays will be due each week. The 
fourth week will be devoted to each student's 
directed exploration of a chosen topic using the 
advantages of our location and the abundant resour-
ces of the Rollins Archives. 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 1:00-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 222 
Instructor: P.J. Croce 
H 252W American Life, 1950-1975 
Prerequisite: Consent 
Most students now attending Rollins were born in the 
late 1960s or early 1970s. The parents of most Rollins 
students were born in the Depression-World War II era, 
say, the early 1930s to mid 1940s. This course will allow 
us to examine the society and times in which your par-
ents moved from adolescence into adulthood, parent-
hood, and middle age. These years witnessed the high 
tide of American prosperity and the "discovery" of pov-
erty, the baby boom, the advent of television, the subur-
banization and malling of America, the tumult over civil 
rights and Vietnam, the assassinations of several public 
figures, and the crisis of Watergate. What do Charles 
Van Doren, Jonas Salk, Bill Haley, Levittown, radical 
chic, Beany and Cecil, Col. Tom Parker, Gen. Buck Tur-
gidson, Spock · (Benjamint Rachel Carson, Tony Ulase-
wicz, Betty Friedan, Huey Newton, Percy Sledge, and the 
Miracle Mets have in common? You'll never win lots of 
money on "Jeopardy" unless you know the answer ... or · 
at least the question; nor will you ever understand your 
parents unless you take this course. Last chance. 
Evaluation: We shall spend approximately 20-25 hours 
per week in the library. Attendance counts, as does 
commitment to the course. There will be one exam 
and two papers (about 5-8 pages each). NOTE: You 
must obtain consent to take this course, which is 
offered on a Credit/No Credit basis only. Since this 
course is designed for non-majors, majors interested 
in pursuing these topics may emoll in H 346 this 
Spring term. 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-F, 9:30-12:00 noon and 2:30-4:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, 9:30 a.m. - Olin Library front steps 
Instructor: G. Williams 
H 352W Decline and Fall 
Prerequisite: None 
Some recent historians have drawn parallels between the 
current condition of the United States and earlier Euro-
pean states that had reached the pinnacle of power and 
then went through a period of decline, finally losing sta-
tus as world powers. Paul Kennedy, in his recent best 
seller, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, suggests 
that the United States is perhaps on the verge of such an 
ebb. In order to assess the dynamics of the collapse of 
great powers, we will examine the experience of Great 
Britain beginning in the decades immediately preceeding 
World War I until the Great Depression to determine 
the causees and consequences of its decline. We will not 
only explore political and economic considerations, but 
cultural and artistic factors as well, the course therefore 
taking an interdisciplinary approach to the problem. As 
a result you should gain a knowledge of the forces and 
repercussions of a great power's downfall which we will 
then apply to our contemporary American 
circumstances. 
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Evaluation: The grade for this course will be based on a 
series of short reports, a short paper, and a final 
examination. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 1 :00-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 226 
Instructor: B. Levis 
INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES 
IC 301W C,areer Development 
Prerequisite: None, but course intended for Sophomores 
and Juniors 
Is there life after college? YES, about 60 years worth. This 
course will give you the opportunity to explore the 
stages of the adult life cycle in general and the career 
cycle in particular. Through case studies, discussions, 
conferences, films, and guest lecture(st we will explore 
problems such as working, unemployment, career plan-
ning, career choice, continuing education, job satisfac-
tion, personal commitment, balancing family and career 
demands, and career changes. We will devote a great 
deal of time to the problems of managing the transition 
from college to graduate school or employment. We will 
look at the problems of setting objectives, self-
assessment, researching opportunities, makipg contacts, 
preparing applications and resumes, preparing for inter-
views, presenting yourself, and following through. 
Evaluation: Class participation, formal conferences, and 
written case analysis. 
Class Limit: None 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 1 :00-3:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 230 
Instructor: D.P. Rogers 
IC 210W Women and Their Role in the Development 
of India 
Prerequisite: An interest in, and sensitivity to, other cul-
tures, as well as an ability to do independent reading and 
analysis. 
You will be introduced to the country and culture of 
India and some of the problems it faces. Our primary 
focus will be on the role women have played in the 
development of the country, and plans for their 
increased participation in the future. While the topics of 
malnutrition and health will be emphasized, discussions 
will also cover religious, economic, social and cultural 
aspects of In_dian life that impact upon the development 
of this country. 
Evaluation: The grade for this course will be assigned as 
follows: 
Class participation 
.. Written position papers 
Term paper 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 12:30-3:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 234 




IC 340WX Great Trials of the Century 
Prerequisite: At least one course in sociology or politics 
or history, or consent. 
A study of the cases that made headlines and influenced 
our lives in the 20th century: the Lindbergh Kidnapping, 
the Rosenberg Spy Case, the Leopold-Loeb Murder trial, 
the trials of Dr. Spock, Father Berrigan, and the famous 
"Chicago Seven", the McCarthy hearings, the Nuremberg 
Trials, the trial of Adolf Eichmann, the trial of Lee Har-
vey Oswald for the murder of President Kennedy, the 
trial of Sirhan Sirhan for the assassination of Robert 
Kennedy, the "Anarchy" trials of Sacco and Vanzetti, and 
a host of other famous cases. 
Evaluation: Case journal, written paper (argument), writ-
ten examination 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTTh, 6:45-9:25 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CR 221 
Instructor: M. Newman 
LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN AFFAIRS 
LACA 206WX History of the Qmbbean (C) 
Prerequisite: None 
An introductory course which surveys the history of the 
Caribbean, from the time of the European discovery of 
the region, until the present. The course will emphasize 
the history of the Greater Antilles (Cuba, Haiti, 
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and Jamaica), and, to a 
lesser extent, the Lesser Antilles. Taught in English. 
Evaluation: Two examinations, homework assignments, 
class presentations. 
Class Limit: 22 
Class Meetings: M1WTh, 3:30-5:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 234 
Instructor: J. Fernandez 
LC/PO 217W Latin America and the U.S. in World 
Politics 
Prerequisite: At least one course in Latin America or 
Caribbean Studies, or one course in political science, or 
consent. 
A survey of the events, institutions, and issues that have 
dominated the relations of the United States with Latin 
America and a general view of the process through 
which a _special relationship developed, how this process 
was affected by historical events, and what possibilities 
exist for its future course. Special emphasis will be given 
to contemporary issues and problems in the Caribbean 
and Central America. 
Evaluation: Two examinations and class presentations 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: 1WTh, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 135 
Instructor: F. Gil 
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MANAGEMENT 
BA 263W The Language of Accounting 
Prerequisite: None. Students having BA 225 not 
admitted. 
A survey of accounting that will focus on the interpreta-
tion, use, and appreciation of accounting information. 
The course is designed for the present and future users 
of the products of an accounting system, not for the 
aspiring accountant. Emphasis will be placed on con-
cepts, not mechanics, while considering the informa-
tional needs of the manager. Topics include accounting 
reports, the concept of value, and financial statement 
analysis. This course is intended for non-business 
students. 
Evaluation: Class participation, homework assignments, 
written reports, presentation and tests. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWTh, 12:00-2:30 p.m. 
First Session: Wednesday, Jan. 4, CR 221 
Instructor: P. Satcher 
BA 393W Ethics and Social Responsibility: A 
Business Perspective 
Prerequisite: Junior or Senior, business students preferred 
Case studies of the changing environment of American 
Business. Emphasis will be on the social responsibility of 
business. Topics covered: consumerism, ethical prob-
lems relating to business, values in our changing society, 
government regulations, and ethical problems in inter-
national business relationships. 
Evaluation: Tests, cases, presentation, short research 
paper 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTTh, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, Crummer 112 
Instructor: W. Hepburn 
MATHEMATICAL SCIBNCES 
M 116W Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry 
Prerequisite: M 109 or consent 
A study of trigonometric functions and conic sections. 
Topics will include laws of sines and cosines, trigono-
metric equations and identities, translation and rotation 
of axes and polar coordinates. Not open to students who 
have completed a term of High School Trig. 
Evaluation: Quizzes, tests, and a comprehensive final 
exam. 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-F, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 234 
Instructor: K. Underdown 
M 125W An Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 
Prerequisite: One college mathematics course or consent 
of instructor. 
The first part of this course (approximately one week) 
will be spent learning the computer language LOGO, a 
very powerful yet very easy language for a beginner to 
learn and use. The remainder of the course will be spent 
studying examples of artificial intelligence programs 
written in LOGO. This involves a careful examination 
of the structure as well as of the 'behavior'' of each pro-
gram. In some cases, modifications will be made to the 
program. The programs chosen for study illustrate most 
of the central themes in the field of artificial intelligence 
such as natural language processing, search techniques, 
pattern recognition, and problem solving. 
Evaluation: Three or four tests and homework 
assignments 
Class Limit: 10 
Class Meeting: M-F, 11 :00-1 :00 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 301 
Instructor: A.J. Przygocki 
M 175W Computer Assisted Mathematics (M) 
Prerequisite: None 
Topics will include statistical applications, graphical 
exploration of mathematical concepts and linear pro-
gramming. You will learn how to use mathematics in a 
world in which the computer takes on the burden of 
performing tedious calculations and organizing 
information. 
Evaluation: 2 tests, quizzes, homework 
Class Limit: 16 
Class Meetings: MTThF, 1 :30-4:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 326 
Instructor: G. Child 
M 245W Advanced Differential Equations 
Prerequisite: M 212 Differential Equations or 
Equivalent 
All participants will have M 212 (prerequisite) as a 
common basis. The course will be a directed study con-
tinuation of that course, with each student pursuing his 
or her own interests within the field and presenting 
those to the rest of the class. You will be required to use. 
the computer software package for Differential Equa-
tions chosen for the course. A substantial part of the 
course will be spent making conjectures about the 
nature of solutions, and in trying to verify these conjec-
tures. A written report will be presented at the end of 
the course summarizing (with graphs and equations as 
appropriate) the work accomplished. 
Evaluation: Oral presentations, written report, and two 
quizzes 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-11 :00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 326 
Instructor: J. Bowers 
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M 251W From Flatland to Spaceland: 
An Introduction to Topology 
Prerequisite: M 111 or M 113 or consent. 
Designed for the adventurous student seeking a math 
course out of the ordinary. She or he must be willing to 
leave the comfort of 3 dimensions to explore worlds of 0, 
1, 2, and 4 dimensions also. The purpose of this explora-
tion is to introduce you to Topology, a deformation of 
geometry, via an imaginative and non-technical (i.e., 
there will be few if any proofs) presentation. It should 
prove to be a stimulating course for anyone capable of 
passing M 111 and e, pecially so for those planning to 
teach high school math (you should get ideas of projects 
suitable for high school students) and for those planning 
to continue on to graduate school (you should get a fore-
taste of what lies ahead). 
Required reading for the course will include two 
fantasies written by inhabitants of two-dimensional 
worlds (Flatland and Sphereland) who were perplexed by 
the third dimension and how their world "fit" into space. 
We will discuss how our 3-dimensional universe might 
"fit" in 4-dimensional space and the consequences of 





A comprehensive final examination 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings; M-Th, 9:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 165 
Instructor: M. Anderson 
CS 298W C Programming on the Macintosh 
Prerequisite: CS 261 
We will focus on the C programming language and its 
use to construct effective user interfaces. The use of the 
Macintosh toolkit to control windows, menus, dialog-
boxes, and alert boxes as well as to create graphic objects 
will be discussed. 
Evaluation: Many small programming projects, one larger 
project, and 2 exams 
Class Limit: 8 
Class Meeting: MTThF, 11 :00-1 :30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 325 
Instructor: D. Child 
M 317W Topics in Applied Mathematics 
Prerequisite: M 212, Differential Equations 
An applied mathematics course of interest to students 
in mathematics, physical science, and pre-engineering. 
Selected topics from the following: calculus of variations; 
gamma and beta functions; asympotic series; elliptic 
integrals; Legendre and Bessel differential equations; 
integral transforms; complex variables. Emphasis will be 
placed on applications in the physical sciences. 
Evaluation: Three tests and homework assignments 
Class Limit: None 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 9:00-11:30 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 327 
Instructor: R.H. Naleway 
MUSIC 
MU 177Wf 277W The Music of Black Americans (CJ 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent. 
While it is no longer necessary to convince people that 
Black Americans have a place in the development of 
this country's popular music, the significance of their 
contribution is often underrated. In addition, very few 
people realize that Black Americans have an important 
place in almost every other area of American musical 
life. An examination of the participation of blacks in 
this country's music from the dance hall to the concert 
hall will give students an awareness of black influence 
in American music that few people have. 
Evaluation: Based on a midterm and a final exam that 
will cover the material from the class sessions, four 
written reports on selected musicians (which will 
also be presented orally to the class) and attendance 
and participation at class meetings. 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: TTh, 1 :30-4:00 p.m.; students will also 
have music listening/video watching of related 
materials for about 4 hours per week. The students 
will spend the other 30 hours per week researching 
their reports and/or studying material covered in 
class. 
First Session; Jan. 5, Keene 102 
Instructor: W. Gallo 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
PH 150W The Good Life: Past and Present Ideals 
Prerequisite: None 
What constitutes a good life? Why, for what, and how 
should one live? Great ethical and religious ideals 
respond to precisely these questions, and have shaped 
countless lives. They can be very meaningful even to us 
here and now. In this course, the following ideals will be 
examined: the Christian ideal of love, charity and humil-
ity; the Hindu (and Buddhist) ideal of a life of silence, 
serenity, and compassion; the Confucian ideal of being a 
cultivated and cultured person; the Ancient Greek ideal 
of a heroic and noble life; the Stoic ideal of detachment 
and "living according to nature." Of special concern is 
the Christian ideal, in comparison with other ideals. The 
various ways in which this ideal has been condemned or 
defended, rejected or upheld will be seen. Also, it is 
intended in the course to give special attention to the 
relevance of the above-mentioned ideals to our own 
lives. 
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Evaluation: One test (in class); two take-home tests; one 
longer research paper or two short papers (student's 
choice). 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings; MTWTh, 1 :00-3:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU 114 
Instructor: I. Moosa 
PH 140W Artificial Intelligence: Fact or Fiction/ 
Prerequisite: None 
Computer Science, a very young science, has already 
produced an offspring, "Artificial Intelligence." The name 
alone evokes images and impressions of machines or 
robots that, like us, are capable of thinking, feeling, 
understanding language, and passing judgments. But, is 
'AI' a misnomer? Is there any reason to think that there 
is a branch of computer science that develops machines 
that deserve to be called intelligent? Is such a science 
even in principle possible? We will study these ques-
tions and the philosophical issues on which they are 
based. We will consider the "case" for and against the 
existence (or possible existence) of intelligent machines 
in an attempt to develop a realistic view of computer 
technology. 
Evaluation: Two tests and a paper (approx. 10 pages) 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWF, 1 :00-3:00 p.m., plus 2 all-day field 
trips 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 1 
Instructor: E. Klein 
R 221W Portraits of the Modem Jew in American 
Film and Fiction (CJ 
Prerequisite: None 
A study of modem and contemporary American Jewish 
history and experience through film and fiction. We will 
examine events, themes, and characters portrayed in 
films such as "Hester Street," 'Yentl," "The Chosen," "The 
Apprenticeship of Dudi Kraviz," "Radio Days," and "The 
Jazz Singer," and in s_hort stories by Isaac Bashevis Singer, 
Philip Roth, Sholom Aleichem, and others. 
Our discussion will highlight cultural and religious 
patterns of American Jewish life through a focus on top-
ics such as the immigrant experience; assimilation; 
acculturation; intermarriage; ethnic vs religious identity; 
and religious renewal. 
Evaluation: Class participation, journal assignments, 
term paper 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: TTh, 10:00-12:00 noon, plus two even-
ings per week for film viewing 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 1 
Instructor: Y.K. Greenberg 
R 305W Religion and the Arts: East and West (C) 
(This course will be offered if the off-campus study in 
Jamaica cannot be conducted). 
Prerequisite: None 
Probes into Chinese landscape painting, Japanese haiku 
and Western painting, poetry and music disclose an 
intimate connection between religion and the arts. How 
each shapes and is in tum shaped by the other can help 
us understand ways in which these mutually inter-
depend, each seeking to provide what the other needs. 
Class discussions will be enhanced by hands-on work-
shop experience and field trips (not in this term, how-
ever, to the Orient) to test theories of Andre Malraux, 
Burton Watson, John Cobb and Paul Tillich, among 
others. 
Evaluation: Written critiques of particular readings and 
viewings, and a research paper on a personally 
chosen subject. 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 2:00-4:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 1 
Instructor: A Wettstein 
R 310W Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X 
Prerequisite: None 
The purpose of the course is threefold: 1) the course will 
attempt to examine critically the lives and thoughts of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X; 2) it will try to 
identify the similarities and differences between them; 3) 
it will seek to evaluate their contributions in religion 
and politics for their times as well as our own. 
Dr. James H. Cone, Briggs Professor of Systematic 
Theology at Union Theological Seminary in New York, 
is the Distinguished Scholar in Religion this Winter 
Term. His publications include Black Theology and 
Black Power and The Spirituals and the Blues. 
Evaluation: Required: 1 paper (12-14 pages) 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, KMC 1 
Instructor: J.H. Cone 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PE 102W The Psychology of Competition 
Prerequisite: None 
You will discover specific strategies for practice, training, 
and optimal sports performance and examine the influ-
ence of the sports experience on physical growth and 
development, personality, and the American culture. 
Evaluation: Each student will prepare a plan of action for 
optimal competition which includes: daily work-
sheets of activities; personal motivational inventory 
results; and problem solving with peer and instruc-
tor evaluation. Satisfactory completion of written 
assignments and examinations as well as participa-
tion in classroom and laboratory experiences is 
expected. 
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Class Limit: 30 
Class Meetings: M-F, 10:00-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, EAFH 
Instructor: G. Howell & S. Chandler 
PHYSICS 
P 108W Nuclear Power, Nuclear Arms, and 
Nuclear War (P) 
Prerequisite: Simple high school mathematics 
This course is designed to provide some understanding 
of the impact of nuclear energy in today's world. We will 
develop some of the simpler ideas of physics as we study 
topics such as nuclear power plants (remember Cher-
nobyl?), nuclear weapons (A-bombs, H-bombs, and deliv-
ery systems), and nuclear war (limited, full-scale, "Star 
Wars" defensive systems, "nuclear winter" and the like). 
Attempts are made to provide both sides of controversial 
issues. The objective is to make you into more fully 
informed citizens in a technological world. We shall also 
use the computer to display some simulations (no pro-
gramming necessary) and do an experiment in radioac-
tivity (which is safe!) to complement the reading, simple 
exercises, and discussions. 
Evaluation: There are 3 one-hour exams; gmded class 
participation in discussion, debates, and solving 
exercises; 3 two-page reaction papers. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTihF, 9:30-12:00 noon 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 107 
Instructor: R. Carson 
P 193W Modem Cosmology (P) 
Prerequisite: None 
How big is the universe? Does it have an edge? Will the 
universe expand forever? Will the universe ever end? 
These questions will be considered in a study of the 
universe and its evolution - which extends our imagi-
nation to the very edge of space. Starting with the char-
acteristics of galaxies, the red-shift, and the Hubble rela-
tionship various models will be considered in 
attempting to understand how the universe has evolved 
to its present state. After introductory readings and dis-
cussion the student will select a particular research 
topic for class presentation such as: The search for black 
holes, evolution of quasars, the nature of time, or look-
ing for extraterrestrial life. 
Evaluation: Active participation in class discussion, 
· presentation of research topic and instructor's per-
sonal evaluation of progress. 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: M-F, 10:00-12:00 noon for the first two 
weeks for daily lecture-discussion sessions. Prepara-
tion of research topic during the third week and 
class presentation during the final week. 
First Session: Jan. 4, Bush 105 
Instructor: J.S. Ross 
POLITICS 
PO 265W Terrorism and t.he Political Order 
Prerequisite: None 
Some of the deadliest and most spectacular acts of 
international terrorism have been committed by fanati-
cal groups. These have threatened the stability of var-
ious regimes regardless of their particular form of 
government. While totalitarian regimes have faced fewer 
problems with terrorism, democratic nations have been 
especially vulnerable. The objective here is not only to 
make students aware of how and why international ter-
rorism destroys freedom, lives, and property, but also to 
show that different governments vary not only in their 
vulnerability but also in their method of dealing with 
this form of political violence. 
Evaluation: Written critiques and oral discussion of 
required readings and objective testing on the same; 
class attendance and participation; a final research 
paper applying a comparative method to the analy-
sis of a topic on terrorism. This should be a 15 to 20 
page study which combines popular and scholarly 
sources of information including books, and periodi-
cal and newspaper articles. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTW, 2;00-4:30 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 159 
Instructor: L. Valdes 
PO 240W Glasnost and t.he States of F.astem Europe 
Prerequisite: None 
We will study the response of the Communist parties of 
Eastern Europe to the Glasnost encouraged by Gorba-
chev and the new Soviet leadership. We will examine 
the various interpretations given to the policy, as well as 
the concerns and objectives associated with the adop-
tion of Glasnost. The goal of this course essentially is 
threefold: 1) to understand what Communist leaders 
mean by Glasnost; 2) to realize that liabilities are asso-
ciated with the policy; and 3) to assess the extent to 






Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 1 :00-4:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 170 
Instructor: J. Davison 
PO 352 Setting Florida's Agenda (S) 
Prerequisite: PO 160 or consent. 
20% 
40% (20% each) 
30% 
10% 
How should Florida - with 800 new residents arriving 
each day - prepare for the year 2000? How is the Sun-
shine State currently preparing for its future? These 
questions will be addressed by examining the state's 
1985 Growth Management Act, efforts to find new tax 
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sources to finance growth, and government attempts to 
promote high-tech industry through university-industry 
collaboration. We will read current reports and recent 
legislation, as well as hear from persons involved in set-
ting Florida's agenda. 
Evaluation: Class report, analytic essay, research paper, 
journal, final exam 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 1:00-3:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CR 316 
Instructor: R. Foglesong 
PO 393W The War in Vietnam 
Prerequisite: PO 130 
An examination of the origins and history of the conflict 
in Vietnam, emphasizing the period from 1940-1975. 
Topics include: the nature of French colonialism, the 
French-Vietminh war, 1946-1954, the impact of the Cold 
War on U.S. involvement, the Kennedy commitments -
1961-1963, the role of credibility calculations on U.S. 
decisions, the bombing and troop decisions 1964-1965, 
the nature of the fighting, alternative strategies, the Tet 
Offensive, Nixon's war, and the South Vietnamese col-
lapse in 1975. The greatest attention will be placed on 
understanding how American policy was a logical result 
of the U.S. role as world policeman during the Cold War. 
Evaluation: Class project (working in groups); two papers; 
participation; final exam 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: M-Th, 9:30-12:00; 1:00-2:00 p.m. After-
noon meetings in room with VCR equipment. 
First Session: Jan. 4, KE 102/Mills Video Room 
Instructor: T. Lairson 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PY 117W A Vide<>-Based Introduction to Psychology 
Prerequisite: None 
We will review a select number of commercial and/or 
public television portrayals and interpretations of psy-
chological knowledge or research. A critical analysis of 
these portrayals is accomplished by reviewing original 
literature upon which the portrayals are based and by 
writing critiques of content. Relations between com-
munications or format and the content being communi-
cated are also explored as psychological processes. Thus 
the course spends some of its time on the applications 
of psychology to the communications acts. 
Evaluation: 2-3 Content tests; 4-5 Short essay and 
Research paper assignments 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: Monday through Friday, 1-2 hours per 
day Video Viewing, 1-2 hours per day discussion -
1 :00-3:00 p.m. 
First Session:jan. 4, BU-A 128 
Instructor: RD. Ray 
PY 237W Hanging Loose in an Uptight World 
Prerequisite: None 
How often have you been told, "It's only your nerves; 
you've got to learn to relax." Each of us experiences vary-
ing degrees of stress throughout our lives, yet most of us 
have never learned to cope with the pressures of every-
day life. Dealing with stress effectively is not a passive 
activity, but one which requires knowledge, skill and 
practice. 
Evaluation: Reaction papers - final exam 
Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-11:00 a.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU-A 127 
Instructor: M.E. Farkash 
PY 329W Neuropsychology Laboratory 
Prerequisite: Consent - you do not have to be a 
Psychology Major 
A laboratory experience designed to empirically validate 
concepts related to brain pathology in human and 
animal subjects. Areas covered will be operative proce-
dures, electrical stimulation of the brain, brain ablations, 
physiological recording techniques, bioelectrical poten-
tials in humans, physiology of sleep, information pro-
cessing, clinical neuropsychological instruments, and 
the systems approach to laboratory research. 
Evaluation: Consultation with instructor, written lab 
reports and a formal project paper. 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: MWF, 9:00-12:00 noon; Laboratory times 
assigned based on number of students and projects 
being conducted. 
First Session: Jan. 4, BU-A 230 (Sleep Lab) 
Instructor: J. Upson 
SOCIOLOGY 
SO 223W Sociology of Human and Animal 
Interdependence 
Prerequisite: None 
We will examine a variety of human-animal interde-
pendences from a sociological perspective. Topics to be 
covered include interspecies communication studies 
(particularly those focusing on dolphins, chimpanzees 
and gorillas), the role of pets in human society, the trai- · 
ner/performer relationship, animal rights movement 
issues, the symbology of animals in culture, claims 
about the interpsychic potentials of humans and anim-
als, and the media portrayal of animals and wildlife set-
tings. We will draw together some of the strands of 
research and theory that are producing the current popu-
lar fascination with the subject of the interdependence 
of people, animals and the environment. 
Evaluation: One ten-page take-home final examination, 
daily written workups of reading material, a five-
page summary of a daily journal, oral reports on 
selected topics, written reports on guest speakers, 
group activities, and field trips. 
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Class Limit: 15 
Class Meetings: TWTh, 10:00-12:30 p.m., plus four or 
five required evening meetings for films, field trips 
and/or discussion. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 159 
Instructor: L.M. Glennon 
SO 220W Social Aspects of Advertising 
Prerequisite: None 
A pervasive network of advertising integrates every 
nook and cranny across the nation into a single, gigantic 
salesroom. Hucksters of every ilk fervently pitch a 
multi-hued array of products and images into an artful 
display that only nature does better. The mediated 
power of this artistic commerce guides our "freely" made 
choices with subtle precision, shaping brand preference 
and compelling us to satisfy wants rather than needs as 
to select fat over nutrition, status over transportation, 
sexuality over denim pants, sugar over water, tobacco 
over health. The literature on social aspects of advertis-
ing reveals an influence that both creates and refines 
gender norms and values, feelings of self-worth, political 
views and candidates, images of family, social ideology, 
health and disease processes ("thin is in"), definitions of 
social success and superiority. Other issues include 
ethics, professional advertising, fraud and credibility of 
advertisements, and government regulation. The objec-
tive of the course is to review and discuss the literature 
on social aspects of advertising. The means include: lec-
ture, discussion, group and individual projects using 
video equipment, and field trips to local ad agencies. 
Evaluation: ( 1) one final exam; (2) individual projects; (3) 
two essays per week (reaction and substantive); (4) 
one group project involving writing ad copy, set 
construction for background, and filming ad spots 
using student actors from the class; (5) keeping a 
systematic daily journal. 
Class Limit: 12 
Class Meetings: MTWTh, 9:00-12:00 noon, plus 
MTWTh, 1 :30-3:30 p.m. of the third week. 
First Session: Jan. 4, CSS 158 
Instructor: A Jones 
THEATER, DANCE AND COMMUNICATIONS 
TA 159W Theater Practice 
Prerequisite: None 
A Practicum designed to serve the specialized needs of 
students of theater. The course will involve discussions 
of the historical development of the various elements of 
production, to include: Acting, Scenic Design, Construc-
tion, Costuming, Lighting, and their relative contribu-
tion .. to the collaborative art of theater. Practical applica-
tion of theory and principle w·ll occur during laboratory 
periods with direct participation in preparation and 
mounting of the winter term production. This course 
may be repeated three times for credit. 
Evaluation: Work will be evaluated by using a structured 
form reviewed by the theater staff each week. The 
last week of the term involves in-depth evaluation 
conferences with each student. 
Class Limit: 25 
Class Meetings: M-F, 9:30-12:30 p.m. and 1 :30-4:30 p.m., 
Saturday, 10:00-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-4:00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, ART Aud. 
Instructors: Packard & Amlund 
TA 235W Comedy - Taking Laughter Seriously 
Prerequisite: None 
An examination of comedy in theory and practice; a 
survey of the classic treatises on comedy by Aristotle, 
Bergson, Meredith, Sigmund Freud, and Eastman; film, 
cassettes, radio; scenes and pe1formance from Tartuffe 
by Moliere - which will be produced during winter term 
in the Annie Russell Theatre series. No prior perfor-
mance experience necessary. 
Evaluation: Daily lecture - reading assignments. Investig-
ative papers and a production critique of Tartuffe. 
Voluntary participation in scenes and exercises. 
Final Examination. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MTW, 11 :00-1 :00 p.m. 
First Session: Jan. 4, FS Aud. 
Instructor: C. Rodgers, J. Nassif, R. Juergens 
WOMEN'S STUDIES 
WS 378WX Feminist Spirituality (V) 
Prerequisite: One other W course or consent. 
Survey of roles of women and attitudes toward women 
in traditional patriarchal religions. Consciousness raising 
on religious conditioning in female confinement, subor-
dination, and unworthiness. Study of literature based on 
ancient goddess-worshipping, matriarchies and the polit-
ical implications of religion and spirituality. Practice of 
women-centered approaches to creating one's own spir-
ituality drawn from Native American Indian medicine 
wheel, Diannic witchcraft, Tarot, psychic healing, and 
ritual based on solar/lunar cycles. 
Evaluation: Journal, two take-home essay examinations, 
one project or presentation. 
Class Limit: 20 
Class Meetings: MWTh, 6: 15-9:45 p.m. and possibly 
weekend: 1/20-23, Friday evening, all day Saturday, 
Sunday to mid-afternoon 
First Session: Jan. 4, OR 106 
Instructor: R. Curb 
The statements published in this bulletin should not be regarded 
as a contract between Rollins College and the student. The College 
reserves the right to revise information, regulations, course offer-
ings, academic requirements, financial aid, or fees when deemed 
necessary or desirable by the administration. Every effort will be 
made to notify students affected by such changes if they occur. It is 
the responsibility of the student to keep apprised of all changes. 
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DEPT CAT-NO SECT T I T L E 
Schedule of Classes 
Winter 1989 
AF:EA CF:D DAYS TIME INSTRUCTOR PF:EF:EOUISITES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANTHROPOLOGY 
AN 2151J 01 AMERICAN FOLK CULTURE 1,00 MTIJTH 12:00-02:ooP MOORE, ROBERT . 
AN 250W 01 ANTHRO FIELDWORK CLOSE TO HOME 1, 00 MTIJTHF 09!00-11!00A CRUMBLEY, DE.HIRE 
AN 280W 01 SOCIAL GERONTOLOGY s 1.00 MTIJTH 10:00-12:ooA PEQUENO, PEDRO ALTERNATE ~OR AN-LC 240W 
AN 370W 01 WOMENS BIOLOGY:IJOMEN'S HEALT~ V 1, Ot1 MTIJTHF 01 !O(i-03:00F' !..AUER r CAROL 
AN-LC 2401J 01 ANTHRO/CULTURAL STUDY MEXICO C 1.0•'.) :t TBr, PEQUENO, PEDRO 
AN-LC 374W 01 CULTURE INDIANS AMERICA S'WEST C LOO MTW 01!30-04:30P LI P.EF:TUS, RON 
AN-LC 254W 01 FLA INDIANS & THEIR NEIGHBORS C 1 ,o,:, MTWTH 01 ! 30--03! 30P STEWART r .1ARIL YN 
ART 
A 1921J 01 QUILTS!HISTORY:DESIGN,APPLICAT 1,00 TIJTH 01:oo-02:3op HALLMIJ HALLIE 
A 214W 01 MACART , ART, & THE MACINTOSH 1 .OO MTWTH oa:oc,--11 :ooA LARNED, RONALD 
A 295!J 01 AMERICAN DREAM & AMERICAN ARTS 1,00 MTWTHF os:30-11:3oA ~EMON, ROBERT ALTERNATE FOR A 297W 
A 297W 01 ARTiARCHITECTURE RENAISS ITALY 1.00 :t TBFl LEMON, ROBERT 
A-LC 112W 01 PALACES,TOMBS,,,ANCIENT MEXICO C 1.00 TlJTH 10!00-;)1 !OOA HELLMUTH, ~ECHOLAS 
AUSTRALIAN STUDim 
AU 219W 01 CONTEMP AUSTRALIAN ECON ISSUES 1 ,00 TIJTH 01100-03!30P COLLI NS i JOHN 
AU-PH 2501J 01 FNDTNS AUSTRAL ABORIGINAL CULT C LOO ~IJF 09:00-11 :::c,A EI!GE/REUS 
BIOLOGY 
B 287W 01 TROPICAL FIELD BIOLOGY N 1.00 * TBA RICHARD, DAV!It CONSENT, ALTERNATE FOR 
B 288/388. 
B 2881,J 01 MARINE BIOLOGY OF THE PACIFIC 1,00 l'. TBA RICHARD/SMALL B 120 OR CONSENT, 
B 351W 01 POPULATION BIOLOGY 1,00 MTWTH 10:00-12:ooA COLEMAN, PERSIS PRECALCULUS AND B 120 
B 381W 01 VERTEB HISTOLOGY/MICROTECH 1.00 MTlr/THF 09!00-12!00A SMALL, JAMES B 120 & B 121, ALTERNATE 
FOP B 288/3881J 
B 387W 01 TROPICAL FIELD BIOLOGY N 1,00 l TBA RICHARD, [1Al,1ID 1 LAB SCIENCE COURSE AND 
CONSENT; ALTERNATE COURSE 
FOR B 288/388 
B 389W 01 MARINE BIOLOGY OF THE PACIFIC 1,00 * TBA F:ICHARD/SHALL B 120 OR CONSENT 
B-ES 340W 01 ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY 1 .00 MTIJTHF 09!00-11!30A MANSFIELD, DONALD B 120/B 121 OR ES 291, 
P & ~ REQUIREMENTS 
OR CONSEN1 
CHEMISTRY 
C 110W 01 CHEMISTRY & THE ENVIRONMENT p 1.00 MTWTH oa:30-11 :ooA RAMSEY, BRIAN 
C 117W 01 SCIENCE:METHOD, IMPACT, VALUES P 1,00 MTTHF 09:00-11:ooA BERNAL, PEDRO 
C 128W 01 CHEMISTRY & THE CONSUMER p 1.00 TWTHF 09:oo-1r:3oA JUNKER, DIANE 
C 245W 01 FOURIER TRANSFORM NMR SPECTRO p 1,00 MWF 10:00-12:ooA BLOSSEY, ERICH C 220 OR CONSENT 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
cs 298W 01 C PROGRAMMING ON THE MACINTOSH 1.00 MTTHF 11:oo-01:3op CHILD, DOUGLAS cs 261 
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---·---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ECONOMICS 
EC 205W 01 ECON DEMOCRACY-VISIONS & EXPER V 1.00 MTIJTH 09:30-12:ooA ROCK, CHARLES 
EC 240W 01 COMPUTER SOFTWARE ECONOMIC 1.00 TWTH 10:oo-12:1sA STEEN, ROBERT EC 212 AND EC 213 
EC 270W 01 GROWTH/PRODUCTIVITY G, BRITAIN 1,00 * TBA KYPRAIOS, HARRY EC 212 OR EC 213 
EC 323W 01 DO MARKETS WORK? 1.00 Miff 09: 00-11: 30A TAYLOR, KENNA EC 212 AND EC 213 
EC 343W 01 DISTRIBUT WEALTH/INCOME IN US 1.00 MTW Ol:30-03!30P SCHUTZ, ERIC EC 212 AND EC 213 
EC 358W 01 THE ECONOMICS OF HEALTH CARE 1 ,00 IHIJTH 09:00-11 :ooA HALES, WAYNE EC 212, EC 213, EC 221 AND 
EC 303 
EC 4171,1 01 OPTIMIZATION METHODS HICROECON 1.00 TIJTH 09!30-12!00A SKELLEY, CHRISTINE EC 303 AND M 110 ORM 111 
EC 419W 01 WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 1.00 MTWTH 09!30-11!30A KYPRAIOS, HARRY EC 212, 213, 304J 307. 
ALTERNATE FOR EC 270W 
EDUCATION 
ED 210W 01 SURVIVING MULTICULTURAL CLASS 1.00 /'iT!JTH 10:00-12:ooA LE VIN, CARMELLE TEACHING EXPERIENCE OR RELATED 
MAJOR OR MINOR IN EDUCATION 
rn 280\J 01 HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS: ISSUES 1.00 MTWTH 10:00-12:ooA COTANCHE, DELOIT ALTERNATE FOR ED 293W 
ED 291W 01 DIRECTED OBSERVATION!FIELD EXP 1.00 TTH 01!30-03!30P DE TURE, LINDA EDUCATIO~! MAJOR 
El! 293\J 01 DIR OBSERV/FIELD EXPER!ENGLAND 1,00 t TBA COTANCHE, DELOIT 
ENGLISH 
E 230W 01 POETRY IS DUMB 1.00 MTTHF 09: 30-11: 30A STARLING, ROY 
E 235W 01 THEMES IN MYTHOLOGY C 1.00 11WF 09:00-11:ooA PHELAN, STEVE 
E 246W 01 WHY KEEP SCORE? SPORTS IN AMER 1.00 MTTHF 09:30-11:30A O'SULLIVAN, MAURICE 
E 257W 01 IMAGE OF AFRICA FICTION/FILM 1,00 tHWTHF 09:30-12:ooA KOZA, Kil1BERLY 
E 280W 01 VERSECRAFT 1.00 MTWTHF 10:00-12:ooA NORDSTROM, ALAN ENJOYMENT OF WORDPLAY 
E 324W 01 THE FAMILY IN AMERICAN LIT 1,00 tHIJTHF 09:00-11 :30A CARSON, BARBARA ONE LITERATURE CLASS 
E 335W 01 HARitY/HOPKINS:VICTORIAN POETS 1.00 MWF TBA COHEN, El!WARD A 200 LEVEL ENGLISH 
COURSE OR CONSENT 
E-CL 237W 01 REFLECTIONS HOMER WEST LIT TRA 1.00 MWTH 01:00-04:ooP CHRISTENSEN, KERRY 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
ES 1331J 01 ENCOUNTERING THE EVERGLADES 1,00 tHWTH 01:oo-03:3op STEPHENSON,BRUCE 
ES 247W 01 PACIFIC ISLANDS IN THE STREAM 1,00 * TBA SIRY, JOSEPH 
ES 377W 01 WILDERNESS i THE AMERICAN MIND 1.00 i'ITTHF 09:30-11 :30A SCHEER, EDWARD 
Es-B 3401,J 01 ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY 1,00 MTWTHF 09!00-11!30A MANSFIELD, J)ONALD B 120/B 121 OR ES 291, P AND 0 
REQUIREMENTS OR CONSENT, 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
CL mw 01 I, CLAUDIUS!ANCIENT ROM£ 1,00 MTWTH 09:00-11:ooA HEATH, JOHN 
CL-E 237W 01 REFLECTIONS HOMER WEST LIT TRA 1 ;00 MIJTH 01:00-04:ooP CHRISTENSEN, KERRY 
FR t'llW 01 THE FRENCH CINEMA 1.00 MWF 09:00-12:ooA LIMA, RICHARD 
FR 371W 01 THE FRENCH CINEMA 1.00 MWF 09:00-12:ooA LIMA, RICHARD 
:-R 201W 01 FRENCH & SNOW IN QUEBEC 1.00 * TBA MESAVAGE, RUTH 
G~l 115\J 01 GERMAN THE FUN WAY 1,00 MTWTH 09: 00-11: OOA GORRELL, ISABELLE GN 101/102 OR ·2 YEARS HIGH 
SCHOOL GERMAN 
GN 2S'OW 01 UP AGA!NST WALL:GERMANY 1.00 * TBA DECKER, NANCY 
F:s n1w 01 RUSSIAN FOLKLORE 1,00 MTIJ 09:00-12:ooA BOGUSLAWSKI, ALEXAND ALTERNATE FOR RN 285W 
RN ·mu 01 USSR 1989 C 1.00 * TBA BOGUSLAWSKI, ALEXAND 
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SH 1171J 01 .BEYOND SPANISH GRAMMAR 1,00 MTWTH 10!00-12!30A LUCKETT, .JUDITH SH 102 OR EQUIVALENT. NOT OPEN 
TO NATIVE SPEAKERS, ADVANCED 
STUDENTS, 
SH 123W 01 SPAIN IN THE MOVIES 1.00 MWTH 09:00-12:ooA BORSOI, EDWARD 
SH 2201,J 01 ARGENTINA THROUGH LITERATURE 1,00 HWTH 01:oo-03:3op LOPEZ-LAVAL, HILDA 
SH 2401J 01 VOICES OF LATIN AMERICA 1,00 MlJF 09:00-12:ooA KERR, ROY 
HISTORY 
H 120W 01 THE MOUSE!DISNEY'S ENTERPRISES 1.00 MTIJTH 01:oo-03:3op CROCE, PAUL 
H 1941J 01 UATERGATE!WHAT WAS, WHAT MEAN? 1,00 MTIJTH 08 !30-11: 30A LANE, JACK 
H 25~W 01 AMERICAN LIFE 1950-1975 1.00 MTWTHF 09!30-04!30A WILLIAMS, GARY CONSENT 
H 352W 01 DECLINE AND FALL 1,00 MTIJTH 01:oo-03!30P LEVIS, R. BARRY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
IC 210W 01 WOMEN & ROLE IN DEVELOP INDIA V 1,00 MTWTH 12!30-03!00P GREGORY, EILEEN 
IC 301W 01 CAREER DEVELOPMENT 1,00 MTWTH 01:oo-03:3op ROGERS, DONAUt INTENDED FOR SOPHMORES/JUNIORS 
IC 3,10w 01 GREAT TRIALS OF THE CENTURY 1,00 MTTH 06!45-09!25P NEWMAN, HARVIN AT LEAST 1 COURSE IN SOCIOLOGY 
OR POLITICS OF HISTORY 
IC 402W 01 SPORT/FESTIVAL ANCIENT GREECE 1.00 * TBA POLLEY, J. PATRICK 
LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIIS 
LAC?: 206lJ 01 HISTORY OF THE CARIBBEAN 1,00 MTlJTH 03:30-os:3op FERNANDEZ, JOSE AT LEAST 1 COURSE IN LACA OR 
ONE COURSE IN POLIT SCI OR 
CONSENT 
LC-A 112\J 01 PALACES,TOHBS,,,ANCIENT MEXICO 1,00 TWTH 10:00-oi:ooA HELLMUTH, NICHOLAS 
LC-AN 240W 01 ANTHRO/CULTURAL STUDY MEXICO C 1.00 * TBA PEQUENO/STEWART 
LC-AN 3741r/ 01 CULTURE INDIANS AMERICA S'WEST C 1,00 MTIJ 01!30-04!30P LIBERTUS, RON 
LC-AN 254W 01 FLA INDIANS & THEIR NEIGHBORS C 1,00 MT!JTH 01!30-03:30P STEWART, MARILYN 
LC-PO 2171J 01 LAT AH & US IN WORLD POLITICS 1,00 TIJTH 09:30-12!00A GIL, FEDERICO ONE COURSE IN LACA STUDIES OR 
ONE COURSE IN POLITICS, OR 
CONSENT 
MANAGEMENT 
BA 263W 01 THE LANGUAGE OF ACCOUNTING 1,00 HWTH 12:00-02!30P SATCHER, PAULA STUDENTS HAVING TAKEN BA 225 
NOT ADMITTED 
BA 393W 01 ETHICS/SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 1,00 HTTH 09:00-12:00A HEPBURN, WILLIAN JR, SR. BUSINESS STUDENTS 
MATHEMATICAL SCIBNCFS 
M 1161J 01 TRIGONOMETRY! ANALYTIC GEOMET 1,00 HTIJTHF 09:00-12:ooA UNDERDOWN, KATHRYN M 109 OR CONSENT 
M 125W 01 INTRO TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGEN 1,00 HTWTHF 11:00-01:ooA PRZYGOCKI, TONY 1 COLLEGE HATH COURE OR 
CONSENT 
M 1751J 01 COMPUTER ASSISTED MATHEMATICS M 1,00 MTTHF 01:30-04!00P CHILD, GLORIA 
M 245W 01 ADVANCEI1 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 1,00 HWF 09:00-11:ooA BOWERS, JOHN H 212 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
OR EQUIVALENT 
M 251Ll 01 FLAT TO SPACE!INTRO TOPOLOGY 1,00 HTIJTH 09:00-12:ooA ANDERSON, HARK H 111 ORM 113 OR CONSENT 
M 317W 01 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 1 ,00 lffWTH 09!00-11:30A NALEIJAY, RALPH H 212, DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
.. 
MUSIC 
MU B21J 01 MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE 1.00 * TBA SINCLAIR, JOHN CONSENT 
MU 177W 01 THE MUSIC OF BLACK AMERICANS C 1.00 TTH 01!30-04!00P GALLO, WILLIAM CONSENT 
MU 2771J 01 THE MUSIC OF BLACK AMERICANS C 1.00 TTH 01!30-04:00P GALLO, WILLIAM CONSENT 
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108W 01 NUCLEAR POWER, ARMS, WA8 
193W 01 MODERN COSMOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PE 102W 01 PSYCHOLOGY OF COMPETITION 
PHILOSOPHY 
F'H 140W 01 ARTIFIC INTELLIG!FACT OR FICT? 
PH 150W 01 THE GOOD LIFE!PAST/PRES IDEALS 
p 
p 
PH-AIJ 250W 01 FNDTNS AUSTRAL ABORIGINAL CULT C 
POLITICS 
PC 240W 01 GLASNOST! EASTERN EUROP 
F'O 265W 01 TERRORISM & POLITICAL ORDER 
f'O 352W 01 SETTING FLORIDA'S AGENDA s 
F'O 3931,J 01 THE WAR IN VIETNAM 
''0-LC 217W 01 LAT AM i US IN WORLD POLITICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PY 117W 01 VIDEO-BASED INTRO PSYCHOLOGY 
PY 237W 01 HANGING LOOSE IN UPTIGHT WORLD 
PY 329W 01 NEUROPSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY 
RELIGIOUS STUDllS 
R 221W 01 PORTRAITS MODERN JEW FILM/FICT C 
R 305W 01 RELIGION & THE ARTS!EAST/WEST C 
R 310W 01 M.L, KING, JR, & MALCOLM X 
R 3241J 01 SERVING IN THE THIRD WORLD C 
SOCIOLOGY 
so 220W 01 SOCIAL ASPECTS ADVERTISING 
so 223W 01 SOCIOLOGY HIJHAN/ANIHAL INTERD 
1.00 MTTHF 09!30-12!00A CARSON, ROBERT 
1.00 MTWTHF 10!00-12!00A ROSS, JOHN 
1,00 MTWTHF 10!00-12!00A HOWELL/CHANDLER 
1,00 MWF 01!00-03!00P KLEIN, ELLEN 
1,00 MTWTH 01:00-03:ooP MOOSA, IMTIAZ 
1,00 MIJF 09 ! 00-11! 30A EDGE/REUS . 
1.00 MTWTH 01!00-04!00P DAVISON, JOAN 
1.00 MTW 02!00-04!30P VALDES, LUIS 
1.00 MTWTH 01:00-03:oop FOGLESONG, RICHARD 
1.00 lffWTH 09!30-12:00A LAIRSON, THOMAS 
1.00 TWTH 09!30-12!00A GIL, FEDERICO 
1,00 HTWTHF 01:00-03!00P RAY, ROGER 
1,00 MWF 09!00-ll!OOA FARKASH, MARTIN 
1.00 MWF 09:00-12:ooA UPSON, JAMES 
1.00 TTH 10:00-12:ooA GREENBERG, YUDIT 
1.00 MTWTH 02:oo-04:3op WETTSTEIN, ARNOLD 
1.00 MWF 09!30-12:00A CONE, JAMES H. 
1.00 t TBA WETTSTEIN, ARNOLD 
1,00 MTIJTH 09:00-12:ooA JONES, ARTHUR 
1,00 TWTH 10:00-12:JOA GLENNON, LYNDA 
THEATER, DANCE AND COMMUNICATION 
TA 159W 01 THEATRE PRACTICE 1.00 MTWTHF 09!30-04!30F' AMLUND/PACKARD 
s 10:00-04:oop 
TA 180W 01 LIVELY ARTS IN LONDON 1.00 * TBA AHLUND, DALE 
TA 235W 01 COMEDY-TAKING LAUGHTER SERIOUS 1,00 MTlJ 11 :00-01:ooA NASSIF/RODGERS 
WOMEN'S STUDllS 
!JS 378X 01 FEMINIST SPIRITUALITY V 1,00 ~WTH 06!15-09!45P CURB, ROSEHARY 
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PREREOUISITES 
SIHPLE HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
PO 160 OR CONSENT 
PO 130 
ONE COURSE IN LACA STUDIES OR 
ONE COURSE IN POLITICS, OR 
CONSENT 
CONSENT. DO NOT HAVE TO BE A 
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR 
ALTERNATE FOR R 324W 
ONE OTHER WOHENS STUDIES 
COURSE, OR CONSENT 

Dates To Remember 
OCTOBER 10-18 
Registration for Off-Campus Studies 
OCTOBER 31 - NOVEMBER 4 
Registration for Winter and Spring Terms 
NOVEMBER4 
Deadline for Submitting 
Independent Study Proposals to Department Heads 
NOVEMBER 11 
Deadline for Submitting 
Independent Study Proposals to the Dean of Faculty 
NOVEMBER15 
Deadline for Application to 
Engineering Program at Washington University 
JANUARY4 
Winter Term Begins 
JANUARY6 
Last Day to Drop or Add a Course 
JANUARY20 
Last Day to Withdraw Without Penalty 
JANUARY31 
Winter Term Ends 
FEBRUARY6 
Spring Term Begins 
Rollins 
~College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
